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ABSTRACT 

Acceptance of ultimate strength concepts in the 

design of reinforced concrete elements is gradually being 

realized in the United States. However, due to the 

incomplete understanding of the shear-moment-membrane 

force interactions existing at collapse, design of flat 

plate floor systems is still based on assumed elastic load 

distribution and empirical relations. 

Mathematical models, intended to describe the 

collapse behavior of a circular reinforced concrete slab 

supported by a central column and by rollers about its 

perimeter, are presented in this study for the flexure and 

flexure-punch failure conditions. Results of the computer-

aided solution of the mathematical models are compared 

with those obtained from the basic yield line theory as 

well as those from the physical testing of seventeen rein

forced concrete slab specimens. 

The proposed flexure failure model appears to 

predict the total collapse behavior of the test slabs 

(ultimate load, crack pattern, deflection) more accurately 

than does the basic yield line approach. Predicted 

flexure-punch failure column loads agree reasonably well 

with physical test results and the current ACI shear 

requirements for floor slabs are shown to be overly 

x 



xi 

conservative, at least for the range of parameters offered 

by the test specimens. It was found that the flexure-

punch analytical technique gave results which favorably 

complemented a failure type predictor criterion proposed 

by others. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Ultimate Strength Design. The American 

2 * Concrete Institute design code requirements for flat slab 

design are primarily based in empiricism and are slanted 

toward working stress analysis. However, more emphasis is 

currently being placed on the ultimate load carrying capac

ity of engineering structures. Ultimate strength design 

concepts have been successfully applied to reinforced 

concrete floor systems in Europe for many years but only 

comparatively recently have they received serious attention 

in the United States. 

The "flat-plate" floor system, considered by many 

engineers and architects to be an ideal floor structure, 

enjoys economic and esthetic advantage over conventional 

beam and girder systems in many instances. It is possible 

with a flat slab floor system to reduce overall story 

height, minimize the concrete formwork, simplify interior 

finishing details, and furnish improved freedom for arch

itectural layout. The lift slab method of construction 

allows the additional advantage of "pre-casting". 

* Superscript numbers refer to references. 

1 
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Practical application of ultimate strength design 

concepts to reinforced concrete flat slab systems has 

been made possible by the development and refinement of 

Johansen's^ yield line theory. 

1.2 Yield Line Theory. In his authoritative work 

2 5 on plastic design of slabs, R. H. Wood places the yield 

line theory as equivalent to Prager's upper bound theorem of 

limit analysis (in 16). This means that in the yield line 

theory, slab failure is assumed to have occured when lines 

along which the steel has yielded, have together formed a 

mechanism. The lines along which the steel has yielded are 

idealized and are known as yield lines. It is further 

assumed that all deformations are concentrated in the yield 

lines themselves and that the slab segments enclosed by the 

yield lines act as rigid bodies; i.e., there are no elastic 

deformations. At failure the slab deflects causing the 

rigid regions to rotate about their axes of rotation. 

Compatible rotations take place along the yield lines at 

the same time. 

If the mechanism of failure that has been chosen 

for analysis is indeed the mechanism at the failure con

dition the energy method can be used to obtain the failure 

load of the slab. In the event an incorrect failure 

mechanism is chosen, the work equation will yield an 

incorrect value (too high) of the failure load. It is 
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imperative, therefore, that a criterion be available to 

indicate the failure load limits; i.e., correct yield line 

layout. This criterion is provided for under the rules of 

limit analysis which indicate that if coincidental "upper" 

and "lower" bound solutions can be established, then the 

correct failure load has been established. The necessary 

conditions of an upper or lower bound solution are as 

follows: 

1) Upper Bound Solution, or "mechanism method" , 

yields an unsafe, or correct, value of the 
A 

failure load. 

a. The collapse mechanism must satisfy the 

mechanical boundary conditions. 

b. The work performed by the external loads 

during deformation must equal the work 

performed by the internal resisting 

moments on the yield lines during 

deformation. 

c. Material is rigid or else deforms 

plastically. 

d. The direction of the strains is defined 

by the mechanism where deformation takes 

place. Also the direction of the strains 

* Ferguson^ notes that the mechanism method is not 
overly sensitive to the exact yield-line location. 
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must define the yield stresses required 

to calculate the internal work on the 

yield lines; (yield criterion). 

2) Lower Bound Solution, or "equilibrium method", 

yields an over-safe, or correct, value of the 

failure load. 

a. A complete stress field must be found, 

everywhere satisfying the differential 

equation of equilibrium. 

b. Boundary conditions must be satisfied. 

c. Principal stresses must not violate the 

yield criterion. 

It appears, therefore, that yield line theory as 

9 
proposed by Johansen and as currently practiced is to be 

regarded as an upper bound solution and all that remains 

is to catalogue numbers of coincidental upper and lower 

bound solutions and find the failure loads of interest. 

Coincidental solutions have been realized for only a few 

2 S simple cases, however, most of which are listed by Wood 

20 and Sawczuk and Jaeger . Adherence to the lower bound 

concept of principal moments meeting only at right 

angles means that positive and negative yield lines could 

only meet at right angles. Couple this restriction with 

the occurrence of discontinuous stress fields between 

different regions in a reinforced concrete member and 

intractable mathematical problems abound. In fact, Wood^ 
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hypothesizes that "With a given yield criterion and 

insisting on flow rates being in direction normal to the 

yield surface (the "plastic potential"), there exist many 

unspecified shapes of slab for which no coincidental upper 

and lower bound solutions are possible." In addition, 

there is no coincidental upper and lower bound solution for 

orthotropic slabs available. 

The theoretical difficulties encountered placing 

yield line theory in a consistent limit analysis have 

produced a welcome number of test programs on model and 

prototype slab systems. Analyses of the test results 

indicate over-conservative ultimate load predictions when 

appreciable in-plane forces are developed in the slab 

(membrane forces), and unconservative predictions when 

dealing with point loads or column reactions (punching 

shear). Improved accuracy in predicting failure load 

characteristics of reinforced concrete slabs under the 

influence of membrane forces and punching shear is a 

prerequisite for increased acceptance of the yield line 

theory by the engineering community as a reliable universal 

design tool. 

1.3 The Yield Criterion. In the preceding section, 

brief reference was made to the difficulty of theoretically 

placing the yield line theory on a par with the upper bound 

theorem of limit analysis. The root of the problem lies 
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in the absence of a yield criterion for reinforced concrete 

which would satisfy the conditions of Section 1.2. 

The yield criterion most widely employed is that by 
g 

Johansen and is usually referred to as the "stepped" 

criterion. The yield line is imagined to be formed of a 

series of right angled steps which, as shown in Figure 1, 

are supposed parallel and perpendicular to the reinforcing. 

It is also assumed that the reinforcing does not "kink" 

during rigid region rotation about the yield lines. 

Assuming orthotropic reinforcement, the yield moment is 

obtained by noting that the "m" line of reinforcing exerts 

a moment of mLcos0 and the "ym" line a moment of ymLsinB. 

Setting the normal moment on the fracture line equal to the 

sum of the moments on the steps yields, 

Mn = m cos^ Q + vim sin^ 6 (1-1) 

The twist on the yield line becomes 

Mnt = (m - ym) sin 0 cos 0 (1-2) 

For the isotropic case (y=l), M t = 0 and = m. This is 

referred to as Johansen's "square" criterion. 

Investigators, while professing to employ either 

Johansen's square or stepped criterion, have in fact 

established through repeated use, yet another criterion. 

It owes its existence to the fact that, when writing the 

work equations the twisting moments do no work and that 

the normal moment may be valued without any reference to 



Lx = L sin 0 

Ly. = L cos 0 

x steel 

pmLsine 

mLcose 

MnL 

Figure 1 

Stepped Yield Criterion 
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the twisting moments whatsoever. Therefore, if the plastic 

moment is allowed to appear at any orientation in plan and, 

if any mechanical restrictions that the real twists of any 

acceptable stress field might impose are ignored, then the 

criterion that has prevailed in the yield line theory is 

described. Jones and Wood"^ designate this as the "normal-

moment criterion". The normal-moment criterion, which dis

regards principal moments and is not dependent on the 

shears or twists which accompany it, will be used as the 

basic yield criterion in this study. 

1.4 Recent Investigations. Prior discussion has 

indicated that when applying the yield line theory to flat 

slab floor systems two factors warrant further study; i.e., 

membrane action and punching shear. Theoretical effects 

of membrane forces on the ultimate moment resistance of 

25 19 
rectangular slabs are described by Wood , Sawczuk , and 

O 
Jacobson but results are not applied to specific problems. 

Of the numerous English contributions to the understanding 

1S of membrane action in flat plates, Park's may be the 

most useful. But the failure modes as influenced by slab 

shape and boundary conditions of Park's tests are such that 

his developed relationships are sufficiently different to 

be of no direct benefit in this investigation. 

If tests on footings are excluded from consider

ation, little test data exists on the punching shear on 
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*Z 
flat plate floor systems. Elstner and Hognestad reported 

the first series of tests designed specifically to evaluate 

the ultimate shear strengtli of flat slabs. In 1961, Moe1^ 

reported an extensive study of ultimate shear strength of 

slabs that included a statistical analysis of previous 

work as well as additional tests. He presented empirical 

equations predicting ultimate shear strength in terms of 

concrete strength, flexural strength, and ratio of column 

size to slab thickness. Moe's work was incorporated 

without change into the report"'" of the Joint Committee 

326 of ACI and ASCE which was substantially accepted and 

forms a part of the current ACI building requirements code. 

Unfortunately, the theoretical and test results of 

12 Kinnunen and Nylander were not, because of time, con

sidered by the Joint Committee. Even though this work could 

only be accurately applied to slabs with ring reinforcement, 

11 it formed the basis for Kinnunen*s subsequent work which 

extended the theory to cover slabs with two-way reinforce

ment. Kinnunen based his theory on an idealized model of 

the column and slab connection at failure, where the 

failure depends on the stresses in an imaginary conical 

shell around the column. Equilibrium conditions then 

permit that the ultimate loads and deformations be found 

by an iterative procedure. 

17 Rosenthal reported a series of shear tests 

performed on circular slabs with central columns. 
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Hognestad's empirical relations were employed with good 

results reported. The most recent :eport which offers 

both theory and substantiating test results is due 

Yitzhak!.2** He offers the view that punching resistance 

depends mainly on tlxe reinforcement strength and estab

lishes a correlation between punching resistance and 

flexural strength. He supports his theory with tests on 

circular concrete slabs as well as with published test 

results of other investigators previously mentioned. 

Multi-panel models of flat plate floors have been 

tested (6,7,21) with the purpose of establishing more 

rational methods of design than those now in use. Although 

a complete system analysis did not provide quantitative 

results it.was possible to confirm from these tests that 

the slab ultimate strength is a function of the inter

action of shear, flexure, and in-plane forces. Two gener

ally accepted theories of failure modes in a flat plate 

have resulted from the theoretical and experimental studies 

referenced herein. One mode, employed by Self,2^- assumes 

a failure mechanism of rectangular panels as shown in 

Figure 2a. The second mode, described by Jones and Wood,^ 

supposes "mushroom" caps of negative curvature forming 

over each column (Figure 2b). This investigation limits 

itself to discussion of the "mushroom" failure mechanism. 



column capital 

Rigid 

ir 

Regions 

Z 

panel width • 
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a. Panel Mode 
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column capital 

typical —*• 
yield lines 

panel width 

b. "Mushroom" Cap Mode 

Figure 2 

Failure Mechanisms 
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1.5 Scope of Investigation. Uniformly loaded 

circular reinforced concrete slabs with central columns 

and simply supported around their perimeters were chosen 

to model slab action at an interior support of a flat 

plate floor system. Both flexural and punching failure 

modes of the model were considered. 

Flexural failure is defined as the point at which 

the ultimate bending moment capacity is developed along 

yield lines whereupon a mechanism is formed which allows 

increasing deflection without accompanying increases in 

load. The yield lines are fully developed throughout the 

slab and the column does not punch through. A general 

yield line analysis procedure which includes the effect of 

deflection induced in-plane forces is developed and its 

validity compared with test results of model slabs failing 

in the flexural mode. 

Punching failure occurs in slabs under concentrated 

loads when a plug of concrete is pushed out of the slab 

directly opposite the load. Failure may take place either 

before or after the reinforcing steel over the concentrated 

loads has yielded and is accordingly defined as either 

shear-punching or flexure-punching. Yield lines are not 

fully developed throughout the slab at the time of failure. 

An analytical procedure is developed to predict the 

flexure-punch capacity of the slab assuming that the 
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punched area constitutes a valid failure mechanism. Other 

proposed procedures for predicting punching failures are 

adapted to fit the conditions of the model slabs and the 

results are compared. 

The purpose of this study is not the analysis and 

design of flat plate floor systems but rather the analysis 

of a model whose failure modes are similar to the 

"mushroom" mode previously described. Extension of the 

techniques developed herein to apply to a complete floor 

systems is proposed for further study. 



CHAPTER 2 

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 

2.1 General Considerations. Given the physical 

properties of the test slab specimens (Chapter 3) and their 

failure mode characteristics, a mathematical model capable 

of reasonably accurate predictions of those characteristics 

is required. The basic yield line theory, modified to 

include the effects of membrane action, will be utilized 

in forming the mathematical model for the flexure mode. 

Membrane forces appear to have little effect upon the 

punching strength of slabs and are ignored in forming the 

14 
mathematical model of the punching mode of failure. 

The actual slab flexure collapse patterns of Appen

dix B are idealized as shown in Figure 3. The deflected 

slab forms a number of pie-shaped pieces, subtending an 

arc d9. Each piece contains an inner and outer segment, 

with the wedge tip over the central column excluded. 

Radial yield lines form the wedge boundaries' while the 

segments are defined by circumferential yield lines; a 

negative yield line around the column perimeter and a 

positive yield line at radius "AR" from the slab center. 

2.2 Basic Yield Line Model-Flexure. As indicated 

in Chapter 1, the basic yield line theory is an upper 

14 
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bound technique as defined by the theory of plasticity and, 

therefore, allows two separate techniques for determining 

the ultimate load-ultimate moment relationships. These 

techniques are commonly kno\m as the "mechanism method" 

and the "equilibrium method". The mechanism technique 

equates the external work done by the loads traveling 

through a deflection to the internal work done by the yield 

line moments rotating through the deflection induced 

angular rotations, while the equilibrium technique requires 

balancing of all force components, both external and 

internal, over a differential segment. The mechanism 

technique is used in determining the mathematical model 

for the test slabs described herein. 

Consideration of a d0 wedge as shown in Figure 4 

will yield the following expression for the external work 

involved for unit deflection of the positive circumferen

tial yield line. With 6 equal to unity, the total external 

work is the external load, w, times the volume generated 

by the slab during deflection. Therefore, 

Outer Segment Volume: 

Vo.s. = 7 U-AUZiOXAR+^U-A)) (2-1) 

= Zf- (1-AJC2A+1) 
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Inner Segment Volume: 

vi.s. - j .(AR-c)(Zn)(c+|CAR-c)) 

= i (AR-c)(C+2AR) 

The total external work is then: 

= [R2(1-A)(2A+1) + (AR-c)(c+2AR)] 

( 2 - 2 )  

ext. 3~ 

= "2L [R2(1+A) - ARc - c2] 

RO-A) 

«c »u AR_C 

J 
• C+3"(AR-C) 

. AR+y(R-AR) 

(2-3) 

6 = 1 

Centerline 
o£ column 

Figure 4 

External Energy Dissipation 

The internal work done by the resisting moments 

along the yield lines may be determined by considering 

the d0 wedge of Figure 3 as presented in Figure 5. As the 

moments per unit length of yield line (AMC, BMQ FMQ DMo, 

EM0) are vector quantities, the internal work they perform 
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a. Top View 

AR-c 

AR-c 

b. Diametral Section 

R(l-A) 

Figure 5 

Internal Energy Dissipation 
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may be found by projecting them, multiplied by the lengths 

over which they act and their rotations referred to the 

undeflected slab position, onto the vertical reference 

line as indicated in Figure 5. 

Work in outer segment: 

"int. " ARCEMo) de CJomo1 * W "CH-ARHsj&jl 

= i[D - (D - E)A] (2-4) 

Work in inner segment: 

wInt. = cae(AMo)(^ + (P-c)deCFM0)C^) 

_ "O 

+ (AR-p)deCBM0)(_lrl_) + CEMo)d9ARC„_I-0 

Mode 

c 

[-(F-A)c - (B-F)p + (B+E)AR] (2-5) 
AR-c 

The internal work dissipated by the d0 wedge is then: 

» • «. i5^ * 

( 2 - 6 )  
And the total work for the entire slab is: 

W = f 2^ 
Int" ° "int. de ( 2 - 7 )  

Hence, the ultimate load capacity of the slab is 

found by equating external and internal work as given by 

equations (2-3) and (2-7). The result is: 
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D-CD-HJA + (b+E)AR-(F-A)c-(B-F)p 
„ = hM 1-A AR-c 
ult. o —rj o 

* (R^l+A) "AKc - c2) 
( 2 - 8 )  

To allow sufficient freedom in selecting steel reinforcing 

layout patterns, the actual unit moment resistances along 

a yield line should be capable of being expressed in terms 

of a static, simple base moment for a particular section. 

The moment resistance of a singly reinforced floor section, 

with no membrane force acting, is taken to be the base 

moment and is designated as MQ. Values of M0 as computed 

for the slabs of this investigation are listed in Table 1. 

The base moment multipliers (A,B,D,E, and F) appearing in 

Equation (2-8) are then implicitly defined as the actual 

resisting moment per unit length acting on a particular 

yield line segment divided by the base moment per unit 

length acting at the same section. 

Should the reinforcing pattern in a flat plate be 

such that the moment multipliers all equal unity, 

Equation (2-8) would reduce to: 

1 2AR 
wu = 6M0 1-A AR-c 

R2(l+A)-ARc-c2 (2-9) 

Jaeger's Equation (8.4.1/3) for an isotropic circular ring 

20 
plate is: 

6Mu _ s3ci-o-qi-e5) + g(l-€2) 
PR7 c2(l+A')-£(2+A') +£ (2-10) 



TABLE 1 

Basic Yield Line Model-
Resisting Moment and Multipliers 

Slab Unit Resisting Moment Moment Multipliers 
Number Single Double Computed 

(in-lb/in) (in-lb/in) A B D E F 

1A 543.8 670.8 1.000 1.233 1.099 1.233 1.233 
2A 543.8 670.8 1.000 1.233 1.095 1.233 1.233 
3A 543.8 670.8 1.000 1.233 1.083 1.233 1.233 
4A 547.2 684.2 1.000 1.250 1.078 1.250 1.250 
5A 1021.4 1186.1 1.000 1.161 1.050 1.161 1.161 
6A 781.7 927.9 1.000 1.187 1.058 1.187 1.187 
7A 784.2 859.7 1.972 0.789 0.958 1.096 2.007 
8A 784.2 944.7 1.205 1.205 1.064 1.205 1.205 
9A 784.2 930.3 1.507 1.060 1.016 1.186 1.621 
1M 825.2 1024.9 1.000 1.242 1.075 1.242 1.242 
2M 1569.5 1699.1 1.000 1.083 1.026 1.083 1.083 
3M 1078.1 1311.4 1.470 1.216 1.043 1.216 2.601 
4M • 1079.6 1309.4 1.905 1.213 1.049 1.213 1.983 
5M 1063.2 1229.4 1.156 1.156 1.048 1.156 1.156 
6M 1069.1 1233.8 1.109 1.154 1.048 1.154 1.109 
7M 1047.8 1156.7 0.534 1.104 1.039 1.104 0.735 
8M 1044.1 1141.8 0.727 1.094 1.033 1.094 0.727 

to 
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and may be shown to be comparable to Equation (2-9) by-

noting the following equivalencies. 

Equation (2-9) Equation (2-10) 

R R 

AR = ?R 

A=B=F=1 = A* 

c £R 

M0 = Mu 
i 

wu P 

2.3 Basic Yield Line Model Applied to Slab 1A. 

As described in Chapter 3, the test slabs of Series A and M 

were reinforced under varied conditions of steel percent

age, distribution, isotropy, and orthotropy, with the 

result that different areas of an individual slab might 

afford resisting moments differing from those of other 

areas. For example, Figure 17a indicates that Slab 1A 

contains two "general regions of single reinforcement and 

one region of double reinforcement. Also note that the 

steel spacings, while giving the uniform steel percentage 

desired, creates an orthotropic condition. The general 

regions of the slab are defined by the moment multipliers 

as shown in Figure 5. The resisting moment assumed to be 

furnished throughout an orthotropic region is that of the 

average of the moments in the two principal directions; a 



procedure consistent with the yield criterion of Chapter 

13 
as well as Lenschow and Sozen's "principle of least 

res istance". 

Referring to Figure 6, the computations for the 

resisting moments and moment multipliers are performed 

0.85f, 

I 
i. 

d= 1.62S" 

0.37 5" 

(d-a/2) 

a. Singly Reinforced 

.e„, = 0. 003 

a 

1.2S" 

0.85fi 

—f 
"T' 

C 

T 

li 
IP-L 

b. Doubly Reinforced 

Figure 6 

Slab 1A Moment Capacity 



in the following manner: 

Bottom Bar 

2Fh = T-C = Asfy - 0.85f£ a = 0 

A . Area/bar . 0.0507 . 0 0103 in2/in 
® Spacing 4.9375 

As£y = 0.0103 x 38900 = 399.1 lb 

- - AAr • • °-107 in 

I Moments about bottom bar = 0 

Mu = 0.85f£ a(d-*) 

= 399.1 (1.625 - 0.0535) = 627.2 in-lb/in 

Top Bar 

As = 5!6875 = °-0089 

Asfy = 0.0089 (38900) » 346.6 lb 

a = 37236 = 0-093 in 

ZM = 0 yields: 

Mu = 346.6 (1.375 - 0.0465) = 460.5 in-lb/in 

Avg M„ = 460.5 + 627.2 = 5 4 3 . 8  in-lb/in 
2 

To determine the moment multipliers for the slab 

it is necessary to compute the moment resisting capacity 

of the doubly reinforced section. Again, referring to 

Figure 6: 

Assume: T = T' = Asfy = 399.1 lb 
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Then from EFjj = 0: 

2T-C = 2As£y - 0.85f£ a = 0 

Whence: 

a " 2i723'13 " °-214 in 

Locate point of neutral strain. 

_ _ a _ 0.214 _ n oro 
c " ̂  " 0.831 ~ °*258 in 

Determine the compression steel strain. 

a§c • ̂°"'s - CO-°8f^2-118) " 0• 00136 in/in 

Check to see if compression steel is at yield as assumed. 

ey " £ " IS * °-00134 in/in 
Therefore, assumption proved correct and now take £M=0 

about lower steel. 

Mu - 0.85f£ a(d-i) - Agfy (d-d') 
2 

= 798.2 (1.62S - 0.107) - 399.1 (1.25) 

= 712.8 in-lb/in 

By the same procedure the moment capacity based on 

the lower bar may be found as Mu = 628.7 in-'lb/in. 

Therefore, the average capacity is: 

Mu = 628.7 * 712.8 = 670.8 in-lb/in 
2 

By definition: 

Mq = 543.8 in-lb/in 
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and, the moment multipliers are: 

A = 1.000 

B = E = F = 670.8/543.8 = 1.233 

Dmax 5D£Dmin 

^max = 1-233 

Dmin = 1.000 

Ultimate moment capacities and moment multipliers have 

been computed for all the slabs of Series A and Series M 

and are presented in Table 1. 

The solution of Equation (2-8) for the ultimate 

load capacity of Slab 1A now depends upon finding the 

appropriate value of AR. As the solution is of an upper 

bound nature, the appropriate value of AR will be the 

value that yields the minimum value of wu. The classical 

approach to the solution would involve minimizing 

Equation (2-8) by setting the derivative of wu with 

respect to AR equal to zero, thus obtaining a higher order 

equation in terms of AR. Solving for the critical value 

of AR and substituting back into Equation (2-8) would 

yield the critical value of wu. As a practical matter, 

however, the classical approach becomes somewhat intractable 

when applied to the slabs of the test series. The moment 

multipliers are not only unequal in magnitude but one of 

them, D, is a variable dependent upon the value of AR. To 

obviate this dilemna: 



1) assume a value of AR 

2) calculate the value of D that corresponds to 

the assumed AR 

3) solve Equation (2-8) for the ultimate load 

capacity 

Assumption of a number of values of AR yields a corres

ponding number of values of wu, which, when plotted will 

reveal the critical position of the positive circumferential 

yield line. A computer program (Appendix C) was written to 

perform the actual calculations. 

After assuming the value of AR in Step 1), it is 

necessary to formalize the relation between AR and the 

associated value of D in order to complete Step 2). In 

Figure 7, the radial extent, £R, of the upper steel layer 

is assumed greater than AR, the radial distance to the 

positive circumferential yield line. The exact value of 

D falls between Dmax and Dmin and is given by: 

„ Dmax tRCS-A)] • Dmin [R(l-«] 
D R(l-A) (2-11) 

Step 3) of the computer aided minimization of Equation 

(2-8) is accomplished by solving the bracketed term using 

the results of Steps 1) and 2). The smallest value of the 

bracket term, denoted as the "moment coefficient", yields 

the critical value of wu. Values of moment coefficients 

for the slabs of the test series are included in Table 2. 



The basic yield line model is now complete and 

the ultimate load capacities may be determined. In 

particular, the ultimate capacity of example slab 1A is 

wu = 6Mq (moment coefficient) 

= 6(543.8)(1.425 x 10"3) 

= 4.65 psi 

Col 
Cente 

imn 
rline 

Segment Outer 
Extent of 
top steel 

d0 

f'TK 
EM 

AR 

Figure 7 

Variation of Moment Multiplier, D, 
with Radius to Positive Yield Line, AR 
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TABLE 2 

Basic Yield Line Model-
Critical Radius and Ultimate Loads 

Slab Unit Moment Radius to Positive Ultim 
Number Coefficient,xl0"3 Yield Line (in.) Load ( 

1A 1.425 25 4.65 
2A 1.375 24 4.49 
3A 1.325 23 4.32 
4A 1.304 22 4.28 
5A 1.226 22 7.51 
6A 1.249 22 5.86 
7A 1.230 26 5.79 
8A 1.271 22 5.98 
9A 1.284 24 6.04 
1M 1.297 22 6.42 
2M 1.159 22 10.91 
3M 1.433 26 9.27 
4M 1.380 25 8.94 
5M 1.227 22 7.83 
6M 1.218 22 7.81 
7M 1.112 19 6.99 
8M 1.111 19 6.96 

The pertinent results from the application of the 

basic yield line model to all the test slabs appear in 

Table 2 as moment coefficients, ultimate loads, and 

critical radius to the positive circumferential yield 

lines. These results are included for later comparison 

with values to be obtained from use of the "general yield 

line model" which incorporates the effect of in-plane 

forces. It should be recalled that only Slabs 1A through 

4A definitely failed in the assumed flexural mode and are, 
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therefore, the only ones from which any valid results could 

be expected. The other results are listed for completeness 

only. 

2.4 General Yield Line Model - Flexure. The load 

and support conditions coupled with the demonstrated 

collapse mode of the model slabs assure that"some type of 

in-plane forces act along the yield lines in concert with 

the resisting moments. A general yield line mathematical 

model will be developed that describes the effect of the 

in-plane forces (also described as membrane forces) on the 

ultimate load carrying capacity of the slab failing in 

flexure. 

Since the energy dissipation equations relate 

ultimate load capacity to the yield line moments, a means 

of determining the effect of the in-plane forces on the 

yield line moments must be formulated. One method is to 

view the combined bending and axial force column problem as 

similar to that of a unit in-plane force plus a unit moment 

resistance acting along a unit length of yield line in the 

slab. Adopting this analogy permits the formulation of 

interaction equations which relate the unit in-plane force 

to the unit moment resistance. The resulting interaction 

equations tend to be somewhat lengthy in solution hence 

approximate interaction relationships will be developed 

that allow relative ease of solution while not 



significantly impairing the accuracy of results. The 

computer-aided development of the interaction equations is 

presented in Appendix D with pertinent illustrations, 

computer programs, and text. 

With the required interaction relationships 

available, the development of the general yield line model 

next involves establishing the magnitude and character of 

the deflection induced strains along the yield lines of 

the collapsed slab. Consideration of a typical radial 

section through a dG wedge of the slab as shown in Figure 8 

will yield the geometric relationships required. A 

deflection of "6" at the positive circumferential yield 

line cause vertical tangents drawn at the ends of the 

rigid inner and outer segments to rotate through angles of 

"tf»" and "y". 

At radius c: 

* = (2-12) 

and at radius R: 

6 
Y = R(l-A) (2-13) 

thus producing a rotation of (<f>+y) at AR. 

The failure modes of the model slabs represented 

in Figure 8 induce elastic strains in the radial and 

circumferential directions along the yield lines. The 

radial elastic strains are neglected as being small com

pared to concurrent plastic strain along the yield lines 
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Undeflected position 

JJ__ 

£ Mid-line 
7\ o£ slab 

Column 
centerline 

AR 

Figure 8 

Wedge Collapse Geometry 

and because the slab segments themselves must move compara

tively larger distances in order for the collapse mechanism 

to form. Circumferential elastic strain, ee, arising from 

a differential change in radius is given by: 

e„ _ 2tt (r + dr) - 2-rrr _ dr 
6 Zttt r (2-14) 

Equation (2-14) is employed to find the elastic circum

ferential strains at the radial distances c, AR, and R 

respectively. As the strain variation with radius is 

linear by Equation (2-14), it may be completely described 

by connecting the end point strain values by straight lines. 

Consideration of the inner segment of the d6 wedge only 

reveals that the circumferential elastic strains induced 
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along the radial yield lines may be obtained from a 

description of the radial displacements of the segment ends 

during increasing deflection, 6. As 6 is very much smaller 

than the segment length, the horizontal displacements of 

the segment ends may be considered as radial changes of 

length in the plane of the slab. Thus, X of Figure 8 

represents an increase in radius causing tensile circum

ferential strain, while 

I A|AR = 6 0 (2-15) 

represents a decrease in horizontal radius at AR which 

results in a compressive circumferential elastic strain. 

The change in radius at c is: 

X  •  •  C t / 2 )  •  C 2 " 1 6 )  

and by Equation (2-14) the circumferential elastic tensile 

(negative) strain is: 

t _ i _ dr t5 
'e0'c " r = 2c(AR-c) (2-17) 

And at the circumferential positive yield line the dis

placement is: 

IaUr - «• - dh ' C2_18) 

whence the corresponding circumferential elastic com

pressive* (positive) strain is: 

dr _ 62 (2-19) I _ I CLT 0 
|EelAR = ~r - AR(AR-c) 
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Therefore, the linear variation in circumferential strain 

along the radial yield line from points "c" to AR may be 

had from the expression: 

M x  •  -  I EeI c  
+ rlE e l c  +  I ' BI arI  ( 2 " 2 0 > 

where "X" is the radial distance to a typical point, 

measured from the column centerline (Figure 10). 

Considering the outer slab segment of Figure 9, 

the deflection induced circumferential elastic strains 

along the radial yield lines may be most readily obtained 

by separating the total deflection into its two components; 

translation and rotation. During the rotation displacement 

of the inner segment, the outer segment by virtue of com

patibility translated horizontally inward toward the 

column. Both ends of the outer segment moved the same 

amount inducing wedge behavior which resulted in compress

ive elastic strains along the radial yield lines. Even 

though the change in radius, dr, is the same for both ends 

of the segment the strains are unequal due to the different 

radial distances. Thus by Equation (2-14), the circum

ferential elastic strains at points AR and R are: 

i_ t _ dr _ 6 
Ie9IAR ~ ~ AR(AR-c) (2-21) 

and 
2 

ii _ dr _ <5 
'e6'R1 r " R(Aft-c) (2-22) 

Equations (2-19) and (2-21) are, of necessity, identical. 
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R2 
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Outer Segment Displacement 
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Rotation of the outer segment about AR until the 

extreme edge is at the elevation demanded by the roller 

support, completes the total displacement experienced by 

the slabs. This rotation, with the inner-edge stationary 

at its translated position, requires an additional decrease 

in radial distance for the extreme edge of the segment, 

resulting in additional compressive elastic strains along 

the radial yield lines. The increase in strain at the 

extreme edge is given by Equations (2-13) and (2-14) as: 

I e I = = 6 

6 R2 r R2(l-A) (2-23) 

The total strain at R is the sum of Equations (2-22) and 

(2-23). 
2 2 

|ee,R = R(AR-c) * r26(1.aj (2-24) 

Hence, the circumferential elastic radial strains along 

the radial yield lines from AR to R may be obtained from 

the following linear expression: 

I ee IX = 1 e6 I AR + C 'ee'R ' I ee I AR J C2-25) 

where X is the radial distance to any point, measured 

from the column centerline. Circumferential strain 

variation along radial yield lines over the inner and outer 

segments of the d0 wedge are shown in Figure 10. 

Having the circumferential elastic strains along 

the radial yield lines expressed in rational form allows 
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the determination of the deflection induced unit in-plane 

force at any point desired along a radius through the 

expression: 

p(X) - Ect |e0|x (2-26) 

It is to be noted that Equation (2-26) is valid generally 

for compressive (positive) forces only. Wherever tensile 

(negative) in-plane forces are encountered, upper limit 

values of -Asfy or -2Asfy, for singly and doubly reinforced 

sections respectively, are invoiced as discussed in 

Appendix D. Therefore, in tension regions the value of the 

in-plane force, p(X), may range from zero to -Asfy (or 

zero to -2Asfy) along both the radial and circumferential 

yield lines. 

The required equilibrium conditions for the slab 

wedge under the influence of unit in-plane forces may be 

readily obtained by considering Figure 11. Dealing with 

the outer segment initially, summation of forces along 

the center of the wedge yields 

2P0 (de/2) = pAR (AR d0) (2-27) 

where PQ is the normal resultant of the unit'in-plane 

forces acting along a yield line and equals 

Po = ^AR P(X> dX 

= R(l-A) |e0|AR + |e0|R ] (2-28) 
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Therefore, from Equations (2-21) and (2-24): 

Ec,t V. '1 1 1 2 
R(l-A) (-J) tAR(AR-c) + R(AR-c) + R2(i--A)](S 

(2-29) 

Setting the bracket term of Equation (2-29) equal to a, 

and rearranging Equation (2-29), 6 becomes: 

6 = (par 
AR 

EUl-Aj tETa)7 (2-30) 

Knowing 6, the strains of Equations (2-17), (2-19), and 

(2-24) may be obtained, and subsequently, the unit force, 

p (X), at any point along the radial yield line of the 

outer segment may be computed by Equation (2-26). 

PCX) = Bct'{|«9|AR + J^[|,b|r-|,9|ar]> 

Referring 

condition for the 

(2-31) 

again to Figure 11, the equilibrium 

inner segment of the d0 wedge will be 

developed. The unit force, p(c), is the only unknown and 

is as previously discussed, subject to upper limit values 

of -Asfy (or -2Asfy). Force is the resultant of the 

in-plane forces acting along one of the radial yield lines 

of the inner segment. Summing forces along the wedge 

centerline yields: 

(pAR)(ARde) + 2(Pi)(^) - (pc)(cd0) = 0 (2-32) 
.de 
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whence, 

^c 

(pAR)AR + P± 

where 

Pi = fAR p(X)dX 
1 c 

(2-33) 

(2-34) 

The resultant force on the inner segment radial yield line, 

P^, may be determined by employing a numerical integration 

procedure similar to that used in determining the outer 

segment resultant force, PQ. The lower portion of the 
I ! 

inner segment yield line of Figure 11 is shown enlarged in 

Figure 12. Substituting the tensile limitation of -2Asfy 

and appropriate strain values into Equation (2-20) yields: 

XL"CMe6lc* Mar" (2.3S) 
-2Asfy = Ect {-|e0| AR-c 9 1 ARJ 

Solving Equation (2-35) for X£, the radius at which the 

unit in-plane force equals -2Asfy, gives: 

e 0|c(Ar- C )  
X • = c + 

TeeT c + ' e0'AR 
[ 1 . 0 -

2As£y 

Ect |ee,c 
-] 

(2-36) 

is measured from the The XL distance as shown in Figure 12 

column face, therefore, X^ = X£ - c and Equation (2-36) 

becomes: 

XL -
IGe1c CAR-c) 2A 

e'c + |Ee'AR 
tl-0- (2-37) 
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The radius, X^, measured from the column centerline, at 

which the unit in-plane force becomes zero is obtained by 

setting Equation (2-35) equal to zero. 

f [ ^ Q I 
x! = c + ( A R - c )  [  e ' c  - ]  

lE e'c + I e e 1 a r  

(2-38) 

X=c 

(AR-c) 

X, (AR-c-X0) 

X, (X, 

* 

Ttn r f̂tr: 
e0 I AR 

X - AR 

-Asfy j 

PCX) 

l-Ectleelc ^ 

/ 

Figure 12 

Inner Segment Radial Yield 
Line In-Plane Force Distribution 

Whence, XQ becomes: 

X0 = X0 - c 

= (AR-c) [ Lfils ] (2-39) 

I  E e  I  c  
+  I  E e J  AR 
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Equation (2-34) may now be expressed as: 

pi = p(x)dx 
c 

• V !E
6IAR CAR-C-Xq) - (XL • X0) Agfy 

(2-40) 

Substituting the above value of into Equation (2-33) 

yields the unknown value of p(c): 

Pc = I t CPar) AR - CXL • XQ) Asfy 

^ V I ^ I a r ^ - V  C 2 " 4 1 )  

It should be reiterated that the unit force, p(c), as 

given by Equation (2-41) may not exceed the tensile limi

tation -A f (or -2A £v) imposed by the arrangement of by s / 

reinforcing steel of a particular slab. 

From the relations derived in this section the 

in-plane forces acting on the yield lines may be determined. 

Thence, through interaction relations developed in 

Appendix D, the effects of the in-plane forces on the unit 

resisting moments are available. Finally, through the 

moment multipliers described in Section 2.2, Equation 

(2-8) provides the slab ultimate load capacity as related 

to the critical radius to the positive circumferential 

yield line. The computer program written to perform these 

functions is presented in Appendix C. 
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2.5 General Yield Line Model Applied to Slab 1A. 

The computer aided solution for the location of the critical 

radius to the positive circumferential yield line and 

ultimate load capacity for the example slab is initialized 

by assuming a value of the radius to the positive circum

ferential yield line and the related maximum tensile in-

plane force. Equation (2-30) is then solved for 6, which 

allows solution of Equations (2-17), (2-19), and (2-24) for 

| eQ | c» I ee IAR* anc* resPectivel>r* Summation of the 

strain induced in-plane forces along the inner segment by 

means of Equation (2-40) yields the value of p(c) required 

for horizontal equilibrium (Equation 2-41). The value 

of p(c) is then checked against the tensile limitation 

imposed by the amount of reinforcement provided in the 

slab. In the event that p(c) is in excess of the tensile 

limitation, reduce the initially assumed tensile force of 

p(AR) an incremental amount and proceed through the 

iteration process until the computed value of p(c) meets 

the tensile limitation. When the tensile limitation is met 

at the column face compute the unit in-plane' force distri-

along the radial yield lines by Equation (2-31) and (2-35). 

The interaction equations of Appendix D provide the distri

bution of the unit resisting moments along the yield lines 

which in turn enables the computation of the moment 

multipliers required in Equation (2-8). Finally, solution 
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of Equation (2-8) yields the ultimate load capacity of the 

slab based on the assumed radius to the positive yield line. 

Note that the above procedure is based on the assumption 

of one value of AR. Incrementing values of the assumed 

radii across the slab yields a series of related ultimate 

load capacities. The maximum value of load is the critical 

value and the associated value of radius to the positive 

yield line is the critical radius. 

The output of the computer program in Appendix C 

indicates these values for Slab 1A to be: 

AR = 38 inches 

Ultimate Load = 3.83 psi 

Corresponding values from the basic yield line model for 

Slab 1A, as shown in Table 2, indicate that AR = 25 inches 

with an ultimate load of 4.65 psi. Observed test values 

were AR = 38 inches and an ultimate load of 4.00 psi. In 

Chapter 4 analytically predicted results of the model 

slabs are compared with observed test results. 

2.6 Yield Line Model - Punching. In this study 

the punched portion of the slab top is assumed to consti

tute a valid failure mechanism and is idealized as in 

Figure 13. The punching failure collapse patterns of 

Appendix B show that failure in the model slabs always 

occurred in a somewhat circular fashion around the column 

center with the outer slab portions remaining free of 
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mechanisms. The uniform loading occurring outside of the 

failure mechanism is represented by the equivalent unit 

shearing force, "qM, acting along the positive circumfer

ential yield line. By statics, 

P - W(AR)2 
q ~ 2TOT (2-42) 

With 6 equal to unity, the total external work for 

the idealized punched mechanism becomes -

Wext = 27rqAR + {2(AR)2 - cAR - c2} (2-43) 

Substitution for the value of q yields, 

wext = P - ̂  {(AR)2 + cAR + c2} (2-44) 

In order to apply computer techniques similar to the 

flexure failure case it is desirable to express the column 

load "P" in terms of the uniformly applied load "w". For 

the range of column diameters used herein an elastic 

2 2 solution after Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger yields 

P - 0.42 wttR2 (2-45) 

18 
while for the plastic condition Sakolosky obtained 

P * 0.46 witR2 (2-46) 

Assuming Equation (2-46) the more applicable for the 

model slabs, substitution into Equation (2-44) gives the 

external work as 

Wext 55 ^ "Cl.38 R2 - (AR)2 -cAR -c2} (2-47) 

The internal work of the resisting moments along 

the yield lines is obtained from consideration of the "d0" 
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wedge presented in Figure 14, Proceeding as in the flexural 

failure case obtain -

de Wint = cd6CAM0) _i_ • (XL-c) d0 CFM0) 

+ (AR-XL) d0 (BM0) 7fi-H + ARd6(EM0) 

C2-48) 

Integrating Equation (2-48) around the circular failure 

mechanism yields the total internal energy dissipation 

W. = 2irMo-{_(F_A)C - (B-F)XL + (B+E)AR> (2-49) 
ini- AR-c 

Hence the ultimate load carrying capacity of the slab as 

found by equating external and interri&l work expressions is 

-fF-Alc - fB-FTXL + fB+ETAR 
w it = 6M ( AR-C I- (2-50) 

1.38R2 - (AR)2 - cAR - c* 

A number of test slabs were constructed, as shown in 

Chapter 3, with variations in reinforcement distribution 

affected within a 20.50 inch square area centered over the 

central column. To facilitate computation an equivalent 

circular area with radius XL = 11.57 inches is used in the 

analysis where applicable. 

Through relations developed in this section the 

ultimate uniform load capacity of the slab in a flexure-

punch mode is obtained. Then Equation (2-46) yields the 

theoretical ultimate column punching force. It should be 

restated that this procedure is not applicable to the 

shear-punching mode of failure. 
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2.7 Punching Model Applied to Slab 1M. The 

computer program presented in Appendix C is initialized by 

assuming a trial value of radius to the positive circum

ferential yield line whereupon Equation (2-50) is minimized 

numerically to obtain the pertinent moment multiplier 

value. The corresponding value of the ultimate uniform 

load is then substituted into Equation (2-46) which yields 

the predicted ultimate column load capacity of the slab, 

PyL« The punching load observed during the physical test, 

Ptest, is then compared with the predicted value. 

If the PyL/Ptest rati° more than 1.0, the 

column has punched through before the flexural resistance 

of the slab over the column has been exhausted and a 

shear-punch failure is indicated. However, if the ratio 

is less than 1.0, it is an indication that failure was 

preceded by yielding of the tension reinforcement along 

the yield lines. 

The computer output indicates a predicted ultimate 

column load of 15.96 kips for Slab #1M. The observed test 

value is given in Table 10 as 16.00 kips, which yields a 

PYl to P-test ratio of 0.997 indicating a flexure-punch 

failure mode. If a P ratio of 1.000 is taken as the 

theoretical dividing line between flexure-punch and shear-

punch failures it appears that Slab #1M might, subjected 

to certain mathematical and test vagaries, have been 
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predicted as failing in either mode. However, as a 

practical matter to the designer of a column supported 

slab, there is no difference between the two; one mode may 

be as catastrophic as the other. Further discussion of 

this matter is delayed until Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

3.1 General Considerations. The tests were 

performed on circular concrete slabs which were supported 

by steel rollers at the perimeter and by a central concrete 

column. The circular central columns were cast along with 

the slabs so as to obtain a monolithic unit. The test 

specimens were constructed with variations in column 

diameter, steel reinforcement percentage, and reinforcing 

distribution, while constant values of slab diameter and 

thickness were maintained. 

Circular slabs were chosen for analysis as their 

geometry assures the "mushroom" failure pattern of interest 

to this investigation. Physical dimensions of the test 

slabs were selected so as to approximate a 1/4 scale of 

widely used prototypes. The available laboratory area, 

required collapse load, and reliability of te.st results 

were also considered in the selection. Figure 15 shows the 

typical model slab with typical nominal dimensions. 

3.2 Test Series "A". Nine slabs with variations 

in column diameter, steel percentage and steel spacing 

were tested to failure. Their general characteristics 

are listed in Table 3. 
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a. Half Plan 

b. Diametral Section 

Figure 15 

Typical Model Slab 
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TABLE 3 

General Slab Data • - Test Series "An ,  ^  > . M » .  

.ab 
imber 

Slab 
Diameter 
(in.) 

Column 
Size 
(in.) 

Column 
Circumference 
(in.) 

fc 
(psi) CpSl) 

1A 108 10.0* 31.41 4380 38900 

2A 108 8.00 25.60 4380 38900 

3A 108 6. 0<i> 18.85 4380 38900 

4A 108 4.5* 14.14 5350 38900 

5A 108 4.5* 14.14 5350 38900 

6A 108 4.5* 14.14 5350 38900 

7A 108 4.5* 14.14 5840 38900 

8A 108 4.5* 14.14 5840 38900 

9A 108 4.5* 14.14 5840 38900 

1M 108 4.5* 14.14 6720 46600 

2M 108 4.5* 14.14 6530 46600 

3M 108 4.5* 14.14 7520 46600 

4M 108 4.5* 14.14 7780 46600 

5M 108 4.5* 14.14 5620 46600 

6M 108 4.5* 14.14 5820 46600 

7M 108 4.5* 14.14 4440 46600 

8M 108 4.5* 14.14 4240 46600 
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Two way reinforcement was provided for either 

negative (concave down) or positive (concave up) bending, 

or both. As the orthogonal reinforcement could not occupy 

the same plane, each steel mat was at a different depth 

from the outer compression fiber. Uniform steel percentage 

was provided in orthogonal directions by suitably altering 

the steel spacing in both top and bottom layers of steel. 

This caused the model slabs to be "orthotropic". Figure 16 

shows the nominal vertical dimensions used for all test 

slabs in Series "A" while Figure 17 consists of plan views 

of the various steel arrangements. Note that the bottom 

| T /j »2 Bars 
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Figure 16 
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steel of all slabs except number 8A was cut back one inch 

from the vertical projection of the column perimeter, thus 

resulting in a singly reinforced condition over the columns. 

Slabs 7 A and 9A, with average steel percentage of 0.09 in 

the top and bottom layers, had 66.6% and 50% respectively, 

of the total required top steel concentrated within a 

20 1/2" square centered over the column centerline. This 

arrangement provided top steel percentages within the 

20 1/2" square of 1.9 and 1.4 for slabs 7A and 9A, 

respectively. Complete steel reinforcement information 

is listed in Table 4. 

3.3 Test Series "M". Eight slabs with variations 

in column diameter, column shape, steel percentage and 

steel spacing were tested to failure. The nominal vertical 

dimensions used for the slabs in this test series are 

shown in Figure 16, while Table 3 lists their general 

characteristics. 

Contrary to Test Series "A", the slabs of this 

series were designed with the orthogonal reinforcement in 

top and bottom layers at equal spacing. The critical depth 

was assumed to lie midway between the orthogonal bars in 

either layer thus furnishing an "isotropic" condition over 

any uniformly reinforced region of the slabs. The steel 

arrangements used for each slab in Test Series "M" are 



TABLE 4 

Steel Placement Data - Test Series "A" 

Slab Top Steel Ratio Bottom Steel Ratio Top Steel Bottom Steel 
Number Over Col. Outside Col. Over Col. Outside Col. Radius (in.) Radius (in.) 

1A 0.006 0.006 0 0.006 36 54 

2A 0.006 0.006 0 0.006 35 54 

3A 0.006 . 0.006 0 0.006 33 54 

4A 0.006 0.006 0 0.006 31 54 

5A 0.012 0.012 0 0.012 31 54 

6A 0.009 0.009 0 0.009 31 54 

7 A 0.019* 0.005 0 0.009 31 54 

8A 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.009 31 54 

9A 0.014* 0.007 0 0.009 31 54 

* Within a 20 1/2" diameter circle 
centered on column centerline 
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detailed in. Figure 17, with additional steel placement 

data listed in Table 5. 

3.4 Materials Properties. The 8 bag mix with 

water cement ratio of 1/2 used for each test specimen was 

obtained from local suppliers in transit mix trucks. 

Relative proportions by weight of 1 part type I Portland 

cement to 1.78 parts sand to 1.78 parts 1/4 inch pea stone 

were specified. Measured slumps varied from three inches 

to one half inch. 

The slabs of series "A" were cast in groups of 

three with six standard 6 x 12 inch concrete control 

cylinders made for each group. Groups of four slabs were 

cast in series "M" with three standard control cylinders 

made for each specimen. Standard compression tests were 

performed on each control cylinder. 

Steel reinforcement consisted of smooth hot-rolled 

#2 bars. Standard tension tests were performed on eleven 

specimens for test series "A" and on twenty six specimens 

for test series "M". Average bar diameters utilized in 

subsequent computations were determined from twenty and 

forty random measurements in series "A" and series "M" 

respectively. The test results and associated graphs of 

the materials properties are presented in Appendix A. 



TABLE 5 

Steel Placement Data - Test Series "M" 

Slab Top Steel Ratio Bottom Steel Ratio Top Steel Bottom Steel 
Number Over Col. Outside Col. Over Col. Outside Col. Radius (in.) Radius (in.) 

1M 0.0078 0.0078 0 0.0078 31 54 

2M 0.0156 0.0156 0 0.0156 31 54 

3M 0.0156* 0.0104 0 0.0104 31 54 

4M 0.0208* 0.0104 0 0.0104 31 54 

5M 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 31 54 

6M 0.0104 0.0104 0.0052* 0.0104 31 54 

7M 0.0052* 0.0104 0 0.0104 31 54 

8M 0.0052* 0.0104 0.0104 0.0104 31 54 

* Within a 20 1/2" diameter circle 
centered over column centerline 

G\ 
in 
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3.5 Physical Test Details. A complete description 

of the model slab test program from slab construction to a 

step by step exposition of test procedure is presented in 

Appendix E. The testing apparatus and methods of loading 

and instrumentation are also described in detail. 

3.6 Test Results - Test Series "A". During the 

testing, values of air pressure, slab deflections, and 

column loads were recorded. Visual observations were also 

made on the progress of slab cracking and it was noted that 

an initial positive circumferential yield line would form 

and that under additional loading other positive yield 

lines formed farther from the column than the first. These 

yield lines gave the appearance of "marching" outward to 

the perimeter, near which they became influenced as to 

crack pattern by the reinforcing steel. Figures 18 and 19, 

showing the crack patterns for the top and bottom, respec

tively, of slab number 1A are typical of the slabs failed 

in flexure. Appendix B contains drawings of crack patterns 

for slabs 2A through 9A; slab deflection readings taken at 

various loading levels reduced from the raw form to that 

of deflection increments between each load plateau; and the 

locations of the steel deflection scales on the slabs of 

the test series. 

Values of air pressure and column load at slab 

failure were recorded at the test completion along with 
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15 Scale: 1 

Figure 18 

Crack Pattern-
Top View Slab 1A 



Figure 19 

Crack Pattern-
Bottom View Slab 1A 
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the type of failure and test duration. Failure of the 

slab was defined by a sudden column punch through or a 

rapidly increasing slab deflection accompanied by a fall 

off in column load. Of the nine slabs tested in this 

series, four failed in a flexural mode and the others in 

the punching mode. The slab failure characteristics are 

listed in Table 6. The slab live load was computed on the 

basis of a slab radius of 51 inches, which is that radius 

defined by the pipe roller supports. The loading applied 

to the portion of the slab overhanging the supports (of 

problematical magnitude due to testing uncertainties) was 

considered to have an insignificant effect upon the vari

ables of interest in the collapse behavior of the specimen. 

3.7 Test Results-Test Series "M". As in test 

series "A" the information required of each test was slab 

loading, column loading, slab deflections, failure loads, 

failure mode, and final crack pattern. The deflection 

increments, crack patterns of model slabs 1M through 8M, 

and locations of steel deflection scales are-included in 

Appendix B. A listing of the slab failure characteristics 

for this test series is presented in Table 6. The test 

data is presented in the same form and subject to the same 

conditions as the data for test series "A". 



Slab 
Number 

1A 

2A 

3A 

4A 

5A 

6A 

7A 

8A 

9A 

1M 

2M 

3M 

4M 

5M 

6M 

7M 

8M 
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TABLE 6 

Slab Failure Characteristics-

Test Series "A" § "M" 

Slab LL Column Load Failure Test Time 
(kips) (kips) Mode (hrs.) 

32.69 15.12 Flexure 2.50 

27.39 12.68 Flexure 2.00 

28.60 13.09 Flexure 2.00 

27.58 13.17 Flexure 2.00 

34.73 18.68 Punch 2.00 

25.33 15.68 Punch 2.00 

30.65 18.31 Punch 2.00 

33.91 18.41 Punch 2.00 

29.83 17.73 Punch 2.00 

38.00 16.00 Punch 1.75 

46.99 18.49 Punch 1.75 

46.01 18.72 Punch 2.00 

44.95 18.87 Punch 1.50 

45.76 18.63 Punch 1.50 

42.09 17.40 Punch 1.50 

42.90 16.81 Punch 2.00 

42.74 16.73 Punch 1.00 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

4.1 General. The "basic" yield line method of 

determining the ultimate load carrying capacity of rein

forced concrete flat plates has been successfully employed 

by designers in many instances over the past years. As 

previously noted in Chapter 1, theoretical studies attempt

ing to place this method (by establishing a general yield 

criterion) on a par with the upper bound theorem of plas

ticity have met witli limited success. It was also noted 

that even with a good yield criterion other factors may 

alter the predicted failure load. For example, punching 

may occur at load levels below those predicted, while 

membrane (in-plane) forces may serve to prevent total 

collapse at even the upper bound load of the plastic 

theory. The present study is an effort directed toward a 

better understanding of the possible effects on the failure 

behavior of the model slabs. 

The basic yield line theory, with a commonly 

accepted yield criterion, was adopted and appropriately 

modified as discussed in Chapter 2. In the following 

sections the results of the computer aided solutions of the 

71 
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basic yield line theory (and its adaptations) as applied 

to the model slabs, are listed and compared with observed 

test results. 

4.2 The Flexure Model. The four slabs failing in 

the flexure mode (1A, 2A, 3A, and 4A) plus two slabs 

18 
reported by Sakolosky (IS and 2S) were analyzed by both 

the basic and general yield line models. Ultimate load 

capacities and critical radius to positive circumferential 

yield lines for each of the slabs are shown in Table 7. 

Using the test ultimate load capacities as the 

standard, the average variation in the results given by 

the general yield line model is approximately one half 

percent, while those results given by the basic yield line 

model average a twelve percent variation from the standard. 

Thus it would appear that the use of the proposed procedure 

would lead to increased accuracy in the prediction of 

failure loads for the flexure mode of collapse. However, 

the real significance of this comparison is that the 

proposed method gives ultimate load capacities of the same 

general order of magnitude as those given by the commonly 

accepted basic yield line theory. This indicates that the 

general yield line method constitutes a valid method of 

analysis. 

The next basis for comparison is the slab crack 

pattern at the collapse load, and the location of the 



TABLE 7 

Slab 
Number 

Flexure Model Results 

Ultimate Load Capacity (psi) Critical Radius to Positive 
Circumferential Yield Line (in.) 

Basic 
Yield Line 

General 
Yield Line 

Test Basic 
Yield Line 

General 
Yield Line 

Test 

1A 4.65 3.83 4.00 25 38 38 

2A 4.49 3.62 3.35 24 37 37 

3A 4.32 3.43 3.50 23 37 36 

4A 4.28 3.75 3.38 22 38 38 

IS * 6.53 6.35 6.50 28 41 42 

2S * 6.16 5.60 6.00 27 40 38 

Sakolosky1 s Slabs 
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positive circumferential yield line in particular. The 

basic yield line method, as described in Chapter 2, gives 

an upper bound solution for ultimate load capacity where 

one load capacity and the related location of the positive 

circumferential yield line is critical. The general yield 

line analysis, however, indicated that the. radius of the 

positive circumferential yield line (and, therefore, the 

crack pattern) redistributed under increased load. This 

means that, up to the point of collapse, different load 

capacities are possible with different locations of the 

positive circumferential yield lines. The test slabs, 

therefore, would be expected to form a series of positive 

circumferential yield lines under increased loading. That 

these yield lines were observed "marching" outward during 

the tests has been discussed in Chapter 3. A portion of the 

radius - load redistribution, as calculated for Slab 1A by 

the general yield line model computer program, is listed 

in Table 8. The general analysis and the observed slab 

behavior indicate that the radius - load redistribution 

takes place in the slab as a consequence of the increased 

deflection - induced in-plane forces. It is probable that, 

for the test slabs, final cracks located at the radii shown 

in Table 7 were not completely formed when failure 

occurred, thus indicating that their formation delineated 

a full failure condition. This tends to support the general 



TABLE 8 
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Load Redistribution-Slab 1A 

Assumed Radius to Computed Ultimate 
Positive Yield Line (in.) Load (psi) 

35 3.68 

36 3.75 

37 3.80 

38 3.83 

39 3.79 

40 3.65 

41 3.40 

yield line analysis, as it is based on the normal yield 

line theory which assumes the formation of a failure 

meciianism at the ultimate load. The locations of the 

critical radii to the positive circumferential yield lines 

predicted by the basic yield line method do not exhibit 

the same degree of accuracy when compared to the test 

values as do those predicted by the general yield line 

approach. 

Another facet of the general yield line analysis 

is illustrated by the data of Table 8. The basic yield 

line model (an upper bound method) appears, upon being 

modified to include the effect of in-plane forces, to be 

transformed into a lower bound proposition. The predicted 
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failure loads are either too low, or correct, (which is 

clearly a lower bound concept) thus producing a result 

apparently unique in an energy analysis. Formal proof of 

the lower bound is beyond the scope of this study and the 

remarks herein are solely to draw attention to this inter

esting aspect of the general yield line analysis. It should 

be noted that the basic yield line model gives failure loads 

either too high, or correct, as expected of an upper 

bound method analysis. 

A comparison of the severity of slab cracking 

during testing with that predicted by the general yield 

line analysis is also available. While crack control was 

not considered in this study and no mechanical methods of 

crack width measurements were attempted, visual observations 

of severity of cracks were made. These observations 

indicated that the widest cracks occurred at the negative 

circumferential yield line (column face) and at the negative 

radial yield lines (from column face outward). Negative 

radial yield line cracking reduced in severity with 

increased distance from the column. The positive yield line 

cracking (both circumferential and radial) was generally 

less severe than that along the negative yield lines. 

Consideration of Figure 11 reveals that this overall crack

ing severity pattern is predictable within the general 

yield line analysis. Large in-plane tensile forces act 
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along the negative circumferential and radial yield lines 

thus reducing the moment resisting capacity of those 

sections to zero. Lesser values of tensile force act along 

the positive circumferential yield line (leaving some 

degree of moment resisting capacity in the section) so that 

the cracking would be less severe. The large compressive 

in-plane forces acting along the positive radial yield 

lines of the outer segment of the slab tend to inhibit the 

severity of the cracking. As previously stated, the 

cracking behavior of the model slabs failing in the 

flexure mode closely followed the cracking behavior 

predictable by the general yield line analysis. 

Although not available in the basic yield line 

model, the slab deflections predicted at the critical 

radius to the positive circumferential yield line by the 

proposed general yield line model may be compared to those 

observed in the test slabs. The deflection values computed 

by the general yield line analysis method are shown in 

Table 9 along with the observed deflections immediately 

preceding and following actual failure. The predicted 

deflection values consistently fall between the values 

computed from the actual test data for the before and 

after failure conditions. Even though the steel 

deflection scales were not attached to the slabs at the 

points of critical radius it was possible to compute those 



TABLE 9 

Deflection Results 

Slab Predicted Deflection Computed Deflection Computed Deflection 
Number at Critical Radius (in.) Before Collapse (in.) After Collapse (in.) 

1A 0.60 0.46 1.56 

2A 0.59 0.40 0.65 

3A 0.61 0.56 0.71 

4A 0.65 0.56 0.73 

IS* 0.66 0.63 0.76 

2S* 0.67 0.59 0.82 

* Sakolosky's Slabs 
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values from the deflection and scale placement data 

presented in Appendix B. Given the assumption of rigid 

body rotations and the deflection values at definite 

radial distances on the slab, the desired deflections were 

computed by simple ratios. 

The air loading was applied in increments and it 

is problematical as to precisely what value of loading 

induced the failure. However, by computing the actual 

deflections just before and just after failure the "true" 

deflection is bounded. The results indicate that the 

proposed analytical procedure predicts the maximum deflec

tion at the critical positive yield line with reasonable 

accuracy. 

4.3 The Punching Model. The basic yield line 

model as described in Section 2.6 was applied to the slabs 

of test series "A" and "M" as well as to those reported 

18 
by Sakolosky. It should be reiterated that the yield 

line model proposed is theoretically applicable only to the 

flexure-punch mode of failure. However, it is employed 

on each slab so that the failure mode indicator Pyi/^test 

may be calculated. The results are presented in Table 10 

along with those computed by the punching formulas due 

Moe,1^ Yitzhaki2^ and ACI.^ 



TABLE 10 

Punching Model Results 

Slab Eq.(4-1] Eq. (4-2) Eq.(4-3) PYL ^test pYL/ptest 
Number 

PYL pYL/ptest 

(kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) (kips) 

1A 11.54 14.99 14.35 12.84 15.12 0.849 
2A 11.64 12.75 11.85 11.97 12.68 0.944 
3A 11.06 10.52 9.36 11.14 13.09 0.851 
4A 10.57 8.95 8.27 10.75 13.17 0.816 
5A 13.19 11.33 8.27 19.78 18.68 1.059 
6A 12.00 10.18 8.27 14.75 15.68 0.941 
7A 13.31 12.19 8.64 18.43 18.31 1,007 
8A 12.46 10.25 8.64 15.12 18.41 0.821 
9A 12.96 11.25 8.64 17.01 17.73 0.959 
1M 13.27 10.50 9.27 15.96 16.00 0.997 
2M 15.45 14.07 9.14 26.93 18.49 1.456 
3M 15.53 13.16 9.81 23.19 18,72 1.239 
4M 16.14 14.41 9.97 25.49 18.87 1.351 
5M 13.32 11.57 8.48 19.59 18.63 1.052 
6M 12.69 10.39 8.63 16.11 17.40 0.926 
7M 11.37 10.13 7.53 15.04 16.81 0.895 
8M 11.27 10.08 7.36 15.27 16.73 0.913 
IS 9.86 22.66 25.90 21.71 
2S 12.05 19.37 20.53 19.54 23.15 0.844 

ce 
o 
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Moe's Equation: 

p 15bd (1-0.075 J) /fT 
pun = 

5.25b<l /fl 1 + c 
P£lex 

where: b = perimeter of loaded area 

r = side length of column 

(4-1) 

flex = ultimate shear force at flexural failure 

Yitziiaki's Equation: 

ppun ° 8d2 C1 (149-3 + °-164 pfyJ (1 + 

(4-2) 

where: p = reinforcement ratio 

r = side length of column 

ACI Equation (17-7): 

vult = 4 SI* bDd (4-3) 

where: bQ = perimeter of section located a distance d/2 

from column face 

The ultimate punching loads predicted by the "shear based" 

Equations (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3) are consistently more 

conservative than tliose predicted oy the proposed "flexure 

based" technique (Equation 2-50). 

The PpUn values from Equation (4-1) and (4-3) are 

all less than their corresponding values With 
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ppun/ptest ratios less than one, a shear failure is 

indicated. However, actual test observations verify that 

slabs 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, IS, and 2S all failed in the flexure 

mode. With the exception of correctly predicting the 

flexure failure for slab 2A, Equation (4-2) also consis

tently predicted shear failures for the specimens being 

compared. 

On the other hand, the pYi/ptest rati°s computed 

by the method described in Chapter 2 appear to predict the 

ultimate column loads of the test specimens to a more 

acceptable degree of accuracy. A simple statistical 

analysis applied to the Pyi/Ptest ratios yields an 

arithmetic mean of 0.996 with a standard deviation of 

0.182. Assuming that pYl/ptest rat^os greater than one 

indicate shear failures, the information of Table 10 shows 

that slabs 5A, 7A, 2M, 3M, 4M, and 5M should fail in this 

mode, with the rest failing in either the flexure or 

flexure-punch mode. However, the yield line theory, upon 

which the analysis is based, only predicts the collapse 

mechanism formed at the ultimate condition. Prior to 

ultimate collapse, extensive cracking and reinforcement 

yielding may take place at highly stressed regions in the 

slab. Therefore, the Pyi/^test ratio may be slightly 

greater than one and still have a flexural type failure 

indicated. In the test specimens the reinforcing in the 
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column-slab interface would have started to yield at some 

load less than the failure load, thus initiating the flex

ure-punch failure which followed. Slabs SA, 7A and SM 

would appear, therefore, to have failed in the flexure-

punch mode. 

Another comparison between the four punching 

equations may be had from considering their relative 

validity over the range of r/d ratios (from 9.79 to 2.64) 

offered by the test specimens reported in Table 10. 

Equation (4-1), while predicting consistently lower P loads 

than those realized by testing, seems to fare proportion

ately worse as the r/d ratios increase. For example, the 

Ppun for slab 2S (r/d = 8.16) is relatively farther from 

the test value than is the PpUn of slab 4A (r/d a 2.64). 

The PpUn values of Equation (4-2) exhibit the opposite 

behavior when also compared on the r/d ratio basis. 

Equation (4-3), while giving acceptable results for slabs 

1A, 2A, and 2S (r/d = 5.87, 4.69, and 8.16 respectively), 

yields overly conservative P values for the remainder of ' 7 pun 

the specimens (r/d = 3.52 and 2.64). The PyL values 

appear to remain consistently near the Ptest results over 

the entire range of r/d ratios afforded by the model slabs. 

The main significance of the above comparisons is 

that if the punched yield line pattern is assumed as the 
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failure mechanism and analyzed as proposed herein, the 

predicted column failure loads are at least as valid as 

those of other methods when compared to test results. 

While the prediction of the flexural-punch ultimate 

load is of considerable interest in a laboratory situation 

it does not materially aid the designer of flat plates, 

who, in a normal situation, wishes to design for the 

flexural failure mode. He needs, therefore, the line of 

demarcation between flexural failure and punching failures 

of any type. Realizing that the type of failure critical 

for any given specimen depends upon its relative strengths 

in shear and flexure and its relative loading in these two 

modes, investigators have tried with limited success to 

provide the information. A promising contribution is due 

Gesund and Kaushik, who, in analyzing 234 punching failure 

specimens reported in the literature, constructed a 

parameter Q (Equation 4-4) which seems to predict the 

dividing line with reasonable consistency. 

p^fyd^ 4 
Q  =  £ — 1 —  ( 1 0 ( 4 - 4 )  

/fj bB 

where: p = reinforcement ratio 

b = column perimeter 

B = perimeter of slab 

Depending upon the manner in which the steel 

reinforcing is arranged in the slab, the parameter Q may 
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best be evaluated by: 1) adding the percentage of rein

forcing acting at yield stress across the yield lines, or 

2) substituting an evaluated fs for the fy when not all of 

the steel across a yield line is at the yield level, or 

3) evaluting the actual yield moment acting and computing 

the value of p associated with that moment. Values of Q 

were computed for the model slabs on the basis of the 

third alternative and are shown in Figure 20 plotted versus 

the PYL/Ptest ratios. 

Again, it is assumed that the pYl/ptest rat*° 

value of l.'O divides the failures that occurred primarily 

due to bending from those that occurred primarily due to 

shear. The data of Figure 20 leads to the general 

conclusion that, for the test specimens involved, Q values 

of 2.0 or less indicate failure occurred in some form of 

yield line bending. Likewise, Q values greater than 2.0 

would indicate a shear failure probability. These general 

conclusions may be sharpened somewhat by considering the 

slab failure characteristics of Table 6, the crack patterns 

of Appendix B, and the 0.182 standard deviation of the 

PYL/Ptest rati° values. For example, slabs with Q values 

of 1.0 and below failed, almost exclusively, in the 

flexure mode. The 1.0 to 2.0 range of Q values in Figure 20 

is populated predominantly with slabs which failed in the 

flexure-punch mode, while the range above 2.0 contains 
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slabs that may have failed either in the flexure-punch or 

shear-punch mode. The latter range contains three slabs 

(2M, 3M, and 4M) which probably failed primarily in the 

shear-punch mode. The flexure-punch mathematical model, 

which is based on yield line theory, should not be 

expected, therefore, to accurately predict the column 

failure loads for these three slabs. The data shown in 

Table 10 supports this view. Also, although not shown on 

Figure 20 (because Ptest is unknown), slab IS, with 

Q = 0.495, should almost certainly appear as a flexure 

failure. 

While the above observations are drawn from a 

relatively small sampling of 19 test specimens, it is 

encouraging to note that they compare favorably with 

Gesund and Kaushik's5 work which involved 234 samples. 

This is viewed as another measure of the validity of the 

proposed flexure and flexure-punch mathematical models. 

4.4 Conclusions. By evaluating the deflection 

geometry experienced by the "flexure mode" slab during 

loading, the inplane strains and associated forces may be 

found on any specific line in the specimen. If the 

specified line is a yield line, the force distribution 

effect on the moment resistance of that yield line may be 

evaluated, through the interaction relations developed in 

Appendix D. It has been shown that the in-plane forces 
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alter the predicted basic yield line behavior of the model 

slabs. This was evidenced by a comparison of the basic 

yield line model results (load capacity and the load 

redistribution - crack pattern) with the results of the 

proposed general yield line model. In short, it appears 

that the general yield line model predicts the total 

behavior of the uniformly loaded "flexure-mode" slab more 

accurately than does the basic yield line model. Moreover, 

maximum deflections are available in the proposed method. 

Due to the as yet undetermined effects on slab 

moment capacities of loadings on adjacent spans, support 

conditions, redistribution characteristics of contiguous 

beams, columns and the like, the proposed "flexure mode" 

analytical procedure is applicable only to the specific 

model slabs tested in this study. However, it is hoped 

that the technique presented herein may be helpful to 

future investigators of the ultimate flexural strength of 

flat plate floor systems. 

The proposed flexure-punching model was shown to 

have consistently predicted, within its range of applica

bility, the punching loads of the test slabs more 

accurately than other methods commonly employed. Further

more, the predicted loads were consistently conservative. 

It was demonstrated, at least for the specimens tested in 

2 this study, that the ACI Code is overly conservative as 
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to allowable shear stress provisions for flat plate design. 

In Appendix F, slab 1A is designed according to the current 

code requirements to support its known ultimate test load. 

A comparison of the "designed" and the actual slab again 

indicates the degree of conservatism inherent in the code 

recommendations. 

Over sixty years of research has cast little light 

on the rational description of the interdependence of bond 

strength, dowel force, splitting strength, and aggregate 

interlock on the shear strength of reinforced concrete 

2 3 members. However, as the punching failure of reinforced 

concrete is mainly a localized problem it is suggested 

that experimental results obtained from investigations 

such as the one reported herein be utilized in liberalizing 

code requirements whose primary intent is to guard against 

shear failure. 

In the broadest sense, this study considered the 

failure characteristics of column supported flat plates 

that exhibit the "mushroom" collapse mode. Adaptations of 

the yield line theory were used as the basis for construct

ing mathematical models by which computer aided analytical 

solutions of the model slabs were performed. 

The "general" yield line model, which included the 

effect of the deflection induced in-plane forces on the 

yield line resisting moment capacity, and the basic yield 
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line model were applied to the specimens which exhibited 

a purely flexural failure. A comparison of the analytical

ly predicted results with observed test values indicated 

that the general yield line model more completely described 

the overall failure behavior of the test specimens. 

Ultimate load carrying capacity, crack pattern, severity of 

cracking and the maximum deflection at the positive 

circumferential yield line were all predicted with reason

able accuracy by the general yield line model. 

A mathematical model based on the yield line theory 

was used to describe those slabs failing in the "flexure-

punch" mode. Derived from the assumption that the punched 

out portion of the top slab surface represented a valid 

collapse mechanism which was initiated by yielding of the 

reinforcement over the column-slab interface, the mathe

matical model predicted the ultimate column punching loads 

with consistent accuracy. A simple statistical analysis 

performed on the PYl/ptest rati°s indicated an arithmetic 

mean of 0.996 and a standard deviation of 0.182. It was 

shown that the ultimate column load formulas proposed by 

others ^did not predict the test slab punching 

loads to the same degree of accuracy as did the "flexure-

punch" model. The pyL/ptest values computed for the model 

slabs were also tested against a failure type "predictor" 

equation^ which had been derived from 234 tests performed 



on slabs with thicknesses ranging from four to ten inches 

That the results from the two inch thick model slabs of 

this study performed essentially as forecast by the 

"predictor" equation was most encouraging. 

While shear-punch failures were not specifically 

treated in this study, a process of exclusion indicated 

that probably three of the model slabs considered herein 

failed primarily in punching shear. 

Finally, the basic yield line flexure-punch model 

and the general yield line flexural model as presented 

in this study are applicable only to symmetric slabs 

subjected to symmetrically applied uniform loads. 

Further research is required for unsymmetrical cases 

involving moment transfer between column and slab. 



APPENDIX A 

MATERIALS PROPERTIES 

A,1 Concrete - Test Series "A". Three groups of 

three slabs each are represented as to concrete strength 

by six standard 6 x 12 test cylinders for each group. 

Ultimate compressive strengths and unit strains of indi

vidual cylinders were determined by standard test 

procedures and then averaged by slab groups. The concrete 

modulus of elasticity was determined from stress-strain 

curves by the secant at 50 percent of the ultimate 

concrete strength, f^. The range of interest of the 

stress-strain curve for cylinder number 3 of slab group 1 

is presented in Figure 21 as being typical. Results of 

the concrete tests are listed in Table 11. 

With f£ = 4488 psi for Group 1 - cylinder 3, one 

-4 reads from Figure 21 an E = 6.88 x 10 in/in. Dividing 

1/2 (f') by e yields E_ = 3,260,000 psi. Expressing 
v * 

2 Ec in terms of f£, as recommended by the ACI Code, yields 

E_ = 49200 • f' Averaging the total 18 cylinder test L L 

results gives an Ec of 46900 / f^. 

92 
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TABLE 11 

Concrete Cylinder Test Results-

Test Series "A" 

Cylinder ££ 1/2(f£) exlO"^ EgXlO^ Age 
Number (psi) (psijf (in/in) Tpsi) (days) 

Group 1 - Slabs 1A to 3A 

1 4558 2279 6.31 361 17 
2 4558 2279 7.00 326 17 
3 4488 2244 6.88 326 17 
4 4240 2120 7.19 295 17 
5 4240 2120 6.00 353 17 
6 4205 2102 7.07 297 17 

Avg. 4380 326 

Group 2 - Slabs 4A to 6A 

1 5194 2597 7.94 327 19 
2 5371 2686 8.10 332 19 
3 5336 2668 8.25 323 19 
4 5194 2597 7.50 346 19 
5 5477 2739 8.60 318 19 
6 5512 2756 8.50 324 19 

Avg. 5350 328 

Group 3 - Slabs 7A to 9A 

1 5689 2845 7.56 376 18 
2 5866 18 
3 5866 2933 7.88 372 18 
4 ' 5830 2915 8.30 351' 18 
5 5795 2898 8.56 338 18 
6 5972 2986 8.70 343 18 

Avg. 5840 356 
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A.2 Reinforcing Steel - Test Series "A". Twenty 

random diameter measurements of the No. 2 bars yielded an 

average diameter of 0.2541 in. This gives an average 

cross-sectional area of 0.0507 sq. in. to be used in subse

quent computations. 

Eleven tension specimens were subjected to stand

ard testing (ASTM A15-66) to ultimate with extensometer 

readings taken on ten of them. Test results indicate the 

average yield point to be 38900 psi; the average ultimate 

stress to be 50,400 psi; and the average modulus of 

elasticity to be 29,000,000 psi. The individual specimen 

results are listed in Table 12, while Figures 22, 23, and 

24 present a typical stress-strain diagram, the ductility 

region, and Young's modulus line, respectively. Note that 

the bars, certainly hot rolled, exhibit a definite yield 

point and an adequate ductility range favorable to a 

plastic analysis. 
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TABLE 12 

Reinforcing Steel Test Results -

Test Series "A" 

Coupon 
Number 

Yield Point 
Cpsi) 

Ultimate 
Cpsi) 

1 37870 51680 

2 38660 50100 

3 39050 51280 

4 38460 50890 

5 40630 49700 

6 39450 50100 

7 38850 51280 

8 36290 51680 

9 38260 50100 

10 41420 47530 

11 49700 

Average 38900 50400 
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A.3 Concrete-Test Series "M". Three standard 

6 x 12 test cylinders were cast for each of the eight 

slabs of this series. All 24 cylinders were subjected to 

standard compression tests with 16 unit strain tests 

performed with a Soiltest concrete cylinder compressometer 

(CT-170) having a 6 inch gauge length and Ames dial 

graduations of 0.0001 inch. As in Test Series "A" the 

concrete modulus of elasticity was determined from the 

secant at 1/2 (f^) superimposed on the stress-strain 

diagrams. The test results are listed in Table 13, where 

the cylinder numbering system gives the slab number first 

and the specific cylinder second; for example, cylinder 

1M1 means the first cylinder for slab number 1M. The 

concrete modulus of elasticity obtained from averaging the 

16 test cylinder results is 51,880 / f£. 



Cylinder 
Number 

1M1 
1M2 
1M3 
2M1 
2M2 
2M3 
3M1 
3M2 
3M3 
4M1 
4M2 
4M3 
5M1 
5M2 
5M3 
6M1 
6M2 
6M3 
7M1 
7M2 
7M3 
8M1 
8M2 
8M3 
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TABLE 13 

Concrete Cylinder Test Results-

Test Series "M" 

f' Slab Avg. f<L Age 
(psi) (psi) (days) 

6924 22 
6517 22 
•6711 6720 22 
5429* 21 
7039 21 
7127 6530 21 
7587 17 
7675 17 
7304 7520 17 
8383 19 
6950 19 
7994 7780 19 
5659 14 
5801 14 
5385* 5620 14 
6137 15 
5783 15 
5544 5820 15 
4536 14 
4351 14 
4421 4440 14 
4633 15 
4598 15 
3475 4240 15 

* Indicates defective cylinder, defective capping, or 
unusual break 
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A.4 Reinforcing Steel - Test Series "M". The 

smooth, No. 2 bars for this test series arrived in the lab 

as two separate shipments from the same supplier. Twenty 

random diameter measurements from each shipment establish

ed an average cross-sectional bar area of 0.0527 sq. in. 

Ten coupons from shipment one, and sixteen from shipment 

two were subjected to standard (ASTM A15-66) tension tests 

with extensometer readings. Slippage of extensometer 

clips on the specimen resulted in erratic strain readings 

and necessitated an additional six coupon tests on ship

ment two steel. 

The modulus of elasticity, yield point, and 

ultimate stress were determined as for test series "MM 

steel and, because of similarity to those presented in 

paragraph A.2, are not shown here pictorially. The 

individual specimen test results are listed in Table 14. 
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TABLE 14 

Reinforcing Steel Test Results-

Test Series "M" 

Coupon Yield Point Ultimate 
Number (psi) Cpsi) 

Shipment # 1 

1 45160 73240 
2 46300 72870 
3 45920 72300 
4 45160 72110 
5 45500 73810 
6 49340 76850 
7 47440 73810 
8 44020 75520 
9 48010 74760 
10 46110. 72680 

Shipment # 2 

1 47060 74380 
2 47440 72680 
3 48770 75900 
4 46490 76470 
5 46300 74000 
6 47440 75140 
7 47440 76090 
8 48580 76660 
9 43640 69640 
10 45160 71920 

Average 46570 74050 



APPENDIX B 

SLAB DEFLECTIONS AND CRACK PATTERNS 

B.l Deflection Increments. Slab deflections were 

recorded during testing as total relative quantities 

measured from an arbitrary datum plane. They are presented 

in Table 15 as deflection increments experienced by the 

test slab as a result of incremental loading. Slabs of 

both test Series "A" and "M" are included in the table 

which runs continuously through the 17 slabs. 

B.2 Slab Crack Patterns. Cracking evidenced at 

the completion of each slab test was drawn to scale on 

polar coordinate graph paper. Top and bottom views of 

the cracking for slabs of both test Series "A" and "M" are 

shown in Figure 25. Uncracked portions of slab surfaces 

are not included in the drawings and in all cases 

distances should be taken radially from the center 

according to the scale noted. 

B.3 Deflect ion Sea1e Lo c at ions. Prior to the 

actual testing each slab was fitted with 12 steel 

deflection scales placed at various locations on the 

bottom surface. The exact locations are detailed for 

each slab in Figure 26. 
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TABLE 15 

Deflection Increments vs. Applied Load 

Live Load Deflection Scales • 

(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 (psi) 
Slab 1A 

0.25 . .01 .01 .01 — - - — ~ — .01 .01 .01 .01 _ _ _ 

0.50 — — .01 .01 
0.75 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 . .01 
1.00 — .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.75 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
2.00 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
2.25 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 
2.50 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
2.75 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01 . 01 .02 .02 .02 
3.00 .02 .03 .05 .05 .03 .01 .01 .01 .05 .03 .03 .02 
3.25 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02 .02 
3.50 .01 .02 .03 .03 .02 .01 .04 .02 .02 .01 
3.75 .02 .02 .04 .06 .03 .01 .01 .05 .01 .04 ..04 
4.00 .11 .15 .47 .49 .23 .05 .08 .02 .70 .61 

Totals .23 .26 .72 .77 .39 .12 .13 .05 .95 .10 .82 .15 

t—1 
o 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 (psi) 

- Slab 2A 

0.25 • - - .01 - .01 - .01 .01 _ _ _ — - — - - w 
0.50 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
0.75 — — .01 — .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 — .01 
1.25 — .01 — — .01 .01 - - -

1.50 .01 — — 

1.75 .01 .01 — .01 .01 - - -
2.00 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 
2.25 .01 .01 .02 .01 — .02 .01 .02 .01 
2.50 .01 .01 .03 .03 — .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 
2.75 .02 .01 .04 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02 .03 .01 
3.00 .01 .02 .04 .04 .01 .01 .03 .01 .03 .01 
3.25 .03 .02 .08 .06 .01 .01 .06 .02 .04 .01 
3.35 .17 .03 .23 .15 .01 .01 .01 .07 .05 .06 .02 

Totals .26 .12 .50 .39 .05 .07 .04 .03 .31 .15 .24 .08 

o 
Cn 



TABLE 15—Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
Cpsi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 Cpsi) 

Slab 3A 

0.25 — - — - .02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 — — •* 

0.50 — .01 .01 .01 — — .01 .01 — .01 
0.75 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.50 — .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.75 — .01 .01 .01 
2.00 — .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 
2.25 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02 
2.50 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
2.75 .01 .01 .04 .03 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .02 
3.00 .02 .01 .04 .04 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02 .04 .02 
3.25 .01 .03 .06 .04 .01 .01 .04 .02 .05 .02 
3.40 .02 .08 .06 .06 .01 .01 .01 .04 .03 .05 .03 
3.50 .15 .08 .10 .02 .03 .07 .18 .06 

Totals .25 .21 .43 .41 .08 .11 .11 .07 .34 .33 .28 .19 

o 
c-



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 4A 

0.25 — .02 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 
0.50 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 
0.75 — .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 
1.00 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.50 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 — 
1.75 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 — 
2.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
2.25 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .03 
2.50 .02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 .01 
2.75 .01 .02 .02 .03 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
3.00 .01 .01 .04 .04 .01 .01 .02 .01 .05 .03 .04 .01 
3.25 .03 .02 .06 .07 .01 .01 .02 .02 .08 .05 .06 .03 
3.37 .03 .03 .11 .09 .02 .02 .06 .02 .17 

Totals .14 .13 .39 .38 .14 .13 .21 .14 .32 .19 .44 .09 

i—• 
o 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 5A 

0.25 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
0.50 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 
0.75 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.00 — .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 — .02 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.75 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
2.00 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 
2.25 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 
2.50 .01 .01 ..03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 
2.75 .01 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
3.00 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02 .03 .02 .03 .01 
3.25 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 
3.50 .01 .01 .05 .04 .01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .02 .04 .01 
3.75 .02 .02 .03 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .01 .04 .01 
4.00 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
4.25 .13 .05 

Totals .15 .16 .37 .30 .28 .25 .12 .17 .30 .14 .33 .13 

o 
00 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 6A 

0.25 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 
0.50 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 — .01 .01 .01 .01 
0.75 .01 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 
1.25 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 
1.50 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
1.75 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .03 .01 
2.00 .01 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
2.25 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 ... .01 .03 .01 .03 .01 
2.50 .02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .04 .01 
2.75 .01 .02 .03 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02 .04 .01 
3.00 .01 .01 .04 .03 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .02 

Totals .12 .12 .26 .27 .08 .08 .09 .12 .27 .16 .29 .11 

c 
to 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 (psi) 

Slab 7A 

0.25 - .01 .01 — _ _ .01 • - - .01 . _ .01 _ _ _ .01 _ _ _ 

0.50 .01 — .01 .01 .01 ~ _ 

0.75 .01 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.00 — — .01 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 -.01 .01 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 - - -

1.75 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
2.00 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
2.25 .02 .02 .03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .02 
2.50 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
2.75 .01 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .02 
3.00 .02 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .03 .03 .03 .02 
3.25 .02 .02 .03 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .04 .02 
3.50 .01 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .04 .03 .05 .02 
3.75 .02 .04 .06 .07 .01 .02 .02 .02 

Totals .15 .21 .32 .32 .08 .10 .12 .09 .29 .20 .31 .15 

o 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 8A 

0.25 .01 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02 
0 . 5 0  . 0 1  - - -  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 1  -  -  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 1  
0.75 --- .01 .01 .01 --- --- .01 .01 .01 --- .01 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 --- .01 --- --- .01 .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .01 --- .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 --- .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1*75 --- .01 .02 .02 .01 --- .01 .01 
2 . 0 0  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 2  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 1  . 0 2  
2.25 .01 .01 .03 .02 --- .01 .01 --- .01 .01 .02 .01 
2.50 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 --- .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
2.75 .02 .01 .04 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 
3.00 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 --- .02 .01 .03 .02 
3.25 .01 .02 .05 .03 .01 .01 --- .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
3.50 .02 .01 .04 .04 --- .01 •--- .01 .02 .02 .03 .02 
3.75 .03 .02 .04 .04 .01 .02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .05 .03 
4.00 .03 .04 .09 .09 .01 .02 .01 .01 .05 .04 .07 .03 
4.15 

Totals .19 .20 .42 .40 .10 .15 .09 .10 .27 .20 .37 .18 



TABLE IS--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 9A 

0.25 .01 — .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 
0.50 .01 .01 .02 .01 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
0.75 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.25 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 
1.75 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
2,00 .03 .03 .03 .04 .02 .02 .02 .02 .04 .03 .03 .02 
2.25 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
2.50 .02 .02 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02 .03 .02 
2.75 .02 .03 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 
3.00 .02 .02 .02 .03 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
3.25 .01 .02 .03 .04 .01 .01 .02 .03 .02 .02 .01 
3.50 .02 .01 .04 .04 .01 .02 .01 .04 .02 .03 .02 
3.65 

>tals .16 .15 .30 .33 .11 .10 .15 .13 .34 .22 .27 .12 

i-1 
(-• 
tsJ 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load 
Cpsi) 

0.50 
1 . 0 0  
1.50 
2 . 0 0  
2.50 
2.75 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.75 
4.00 
4.25 
4.50 
4.65 

Totals 

Deflection Scales 
:1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

* 
Slab 1M 

02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
01 .01 .02 .02 .01 — .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 
01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 
02 .02 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
01 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .05 

.01 .02 .04 .01 .01 — .02 .01 .04 .03 
01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 .04 .01 
01 .02 .02 .04 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .05 
— .03 .05 .01 .01 .01 .04 .05 .02 
01 .01 .04 .07 .01 .01 .02 .01 .04 .02 .08 .03 
02 .01 .03 .06 .01 .01 .01 .04 .01 .07 
— .02 .03 .07 .02 .02 .01 .01 .05 .02 .09 .03 
01 .02 .05 .12 .01 — — .02 .02 .07 .01 .15 .03 

13 .14 .32 .59 .13 .09 .14 .12 .42 .16 .69 .18 

f-1 
CM 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load 
(psi) 

0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2 . 0 0  
2.50 
3.00 
3.25 
3.50 
3.75 
4.00 
4.25 
4.50 
4.75 
5.00 
5.25 
5.50 
5.75 

Totals 

Deflection Scales 
LI Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

-
Slab 2M 

02 .01 .03 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .01 .03 .02 
02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 — w w w  

01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 
— .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 
01 .01 .02 .02 .01 — .01 .01 .02 
01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 

.01 .01 .01 .01 _ _ -
- - .01 .02 .01 — .01 .02 .02 _ - -
01 .01 .02 — .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 - W W  

— .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 • — .02 .01 
01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 W  w  w  

.01 .02 .01 .01 •  W W  

01 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 
.01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .02 

01 w w w  .02 .02 •* — — .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01 

12 .07 .27 .27 .09 .11 .09 .09 .33 .11 .25 .09 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Yi R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

• 
Slab 3M 

0.25 - - - .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 
0.50 .01 .01 - - - • - - • — — _ _ 

0.75 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 
1.25 — .01 .01 .01 — .01 .01 .01 .01 — • — 

1.50 .01 .01 — _ - _ .01 « _ _ 

1.75 .01 .02 .01 .01 ~ - - .01 .01 
2.00 .01 .01 .01 - ~ - .01 _ _ _ .01 
2.25 .01 .01 - - - .01 .01 — — ~ 

2.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 _ _ _ .01 .01 
2.75 .01 .01 .01 - - - — - • - - • - -

3.00 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 — «fc — 

3.25 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02 « - - .03 .01 
3.50 .01 .01 .01 .02 - - - .01 — — -» .01 
3.75 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 
4.00 .01 .01 _ _ _ .01 .01 •• — • 

4.25 .01 .03 .03 .02 .01 .04 • — 

4.50 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 .02 
4.75 .01 .01 .03 .04 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .03 
5.00 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 
5.25 .01 .03 .03 .01 .02 .01 .04 .03 .01 
5.50 .01 .01 .04 .04 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .05 .01 
5.63 

Totals .13 .09 .36 .36 .08 .08 .09 .09 .34 .11 .35 .10 

U1 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 4M 

0 
0.50 .01 .03 .03 .03 .01 .02 .01 .02 .03 .02 .01 .02 
1.00 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
2.00 .01 .01 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 .02 
2.50 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 — _ _ 

3.00 .01 .01 .02 .01 - „ .04 .01 .03 .01 
3.25 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .02 
3.50 .01 - - - .01 » - - - - -

3.75 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .03 -  _  

4.00 .02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 ... 
4.25 — .02 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01 
4.50 .01 : .04 .02 .02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .02 
4.75 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01 - - - .02 ... .04 _ _  _  

5.00 .01 .03 .02 .01 .02 .02 .01 
5.25 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .04 .01 .03 .01 
5.50 .01 .01 .04 .03 - - _ .03 .01 .04 

Totals .13 .12 .36 .32 . 09 .09 .10 .09 .37 .15 .35 .13 

i-J 
i—1 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 5M 

0.50 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .02 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 
1.50 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 
2.00 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 
2.50 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 .01 .01 . 01 .02 * * .02 .01 
3.00 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .02 .02 .01 
3.50 .01 .01 .02 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 - _ -

3.75 .01 .02 .03 .02 .01 .02 .01 
4.00 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 
4.25 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 
4.50 .01 .01 .03 .04 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01 
4.75 .02 .02 .04 .01 .02 — - .03 .01 
5.00 .02 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .04 .02 .04 .01 
5.25 .02 .04 .01 .01 .02 .03 .01 
5.50 .01 .04 .04 .01 .03 .01 .03 ... -
5.60 

Totals .12 .16 .32 .44 .10 .09 .08 .10 .32 .13 .35 .11 



TABLE 15-'-'Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 

0 
0.50 .01 .01 .01 
1.00 — .02 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .02 
2.00 .01 .01 
2.25 .01 
2.50 .01 
2.75 .01 
3.00 .01 .02 
3.25 .01 .01 
3.50 .01 .01 
3.75 .01 .03 
4.00 .01 .01 .03 
4.25 .01 .01 .03 
4.50 .01 .03 
4.75 .01 .02 .03 
5.00 .01 .04 
5.15 

Totals .11 .10 .30 

Deflection Scales 
r2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 6M 

01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 
02 — .01 000 .01 .02 - - -

01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 
02 — .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 

— .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 - - -

01 .01 - - - - - - .01 -
01 .01 .01 
01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01 
01 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01 
02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
02 .01 .01 .03 .02 .02 - -» • 

03 .01 .01 .04 .04 .01 
02 .01 .01 .05 .02 .03 _ _ _ 
04 .01 .01 .01 .02 .04 .01 .04 .02 
04 .01 .01 .01 .05 .02 .04 .01 
05 .01 .01 .01 .05 .01 .04 .01 

32 .09 .09 .10 .11 .43 .17 .35 .11 



TABLE 15--Continued Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 7M 

0 
0.50 .02 .03 .02 .03 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
2.00 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 — 
2.50 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 
3.00 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 
3.25 

•  0 1  
.01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 

3.50 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 
3.75 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .02 .01 .03 
4.00 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 
4.25 .03 .03 .01 .03 .01 .03 .01 
4.50 .01 .01 .04 .04 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .04 .01 
4.75 .01 .01 .03 .04 .01 .01 .01 .04 .01 .04 .01 
5.00 .01 .01 .04 .03 .01 .02 .01 .02 .04 .01 
5.25 .01 

Totals .12 .12 .34 .35 .09 .10 .17 .10 .31 .09 .35 .11 

to 



TABLE 15--CoiitiriUed Deflection Increments 

Live Load Deflection Scales 
(psi) R1 Y1 R2 Y2 Y3 R3 B3 R4 B2 B1 R5 R6 

Slab 8M 

0 
0.50 — .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 
1.00 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 .01 
1.50 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .02 
2.00 .01 .01 .01 .02 .01 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 
2.50 .03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .03 .01 .02 
3.00 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 .02 .01 
3.25 .01 .02 .01 .01 .01 .02 .02 
3.50 .01 .02 .02 .01 .03 .01 .02 .01 
3.75 .01 .02 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 
4.00 .01 .01 .03 .02 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .02 .03 .01 
4.25 .01 .01 .04 .03 .01 .02 .03 .01 .03 - - -

4.50 .01 .03 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .03 .03 .01 
4.75 .01 .04 .03 .01 .02 .01 .03 .01 .04 .01 
5.00 .01 .01 .04 .03 .01 .02 .01 .04 .03 .01 
5.23 .01 

itals .11 .10 .36 .30 .09 .09 .18 .10 .34 .11 .31 .09 

fro 
c 
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Top^View Slab"*2A 

Figure 25a 

Crack Patterns-Top and fiottom 
Views Slabs 2A Through 8M 

(on following nineteen pages) 
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Scale: 1" = IS' 

Figure 25b 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 2A 
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Scale: 1" 15 

Figure 25c 

Crack Patterns 
Top View Slab 3A 



Figure 25d 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 3A 
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Slab 5A Slab 4A 

Scale: 1" « 18' 

Slab 6A 

Figure 25e 

Crack Patterns 
Top View Slabs 4A, SA, 6A 



Figure 25£ 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 4A 



Figure 25g 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab SA 



Figure 25h 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 6A 



Slab 7A Slab 8A 

Scale: 1" » 18' 

Slab 9A 

Figure 25i 

Crack Patterns 
Top View Slabs 7A, 8Af 9A 



Figure 25j 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 7A 



Figure 25k 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab iJA 



Figure 25L 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab yA 
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15 Scale: 1 

Figure 2 5m 

Crack Patterns 
Top View Slab 1M 
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Scale: 1" 15 

Figure 25n 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 1M 



Scale: 1" = 15" 

Slab 2M Slab 8M 

Figure 25o 

Crack Patterns 
Top view Slabs 2M, 3M 

Scale: 1 

Figure 25p 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slabs 2M, 5M, 4M and 5M 



Slab 4M 

Scale: 1" « 

Slab 5M 

15" 

Slab 6M 

Figure 25q 

Crack Patterns 
Top View Slabs 4M, 5M, 6M 
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Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 6M 
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Slab 7M 

Scale: 1" = 10" 

Slab 8M 

Figure 2Ss 

Crack Patterns 
Top View Slabs 7M, 8M 
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Scale: 1 

Figure 25t 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 7M 
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15 Scale: 1 

Figure 25u 

Crack Patterns 
Bottom View Slab 8M 



a. Slab 1A 

b. Slab 2A 

Figure 26 

Deflection Scale Placement-Slabs 1A 
Through 8M 

(on the following five pages) 
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(47") 

c. Slab 3A 

2.5' 

R 

6 

/ V 16" 

L 48" / sA 

\ V 3X-i 

R-

d. Slab 4A 

Figure 26 

Deflection Scale Placement 
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16" 

,(4.25 

5.75 

1.5" 

Slab 5A e 

3" 

16" 

2.25 

£. Slab 6A 

Figure 26 

Deflection Scale Placement 
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16" 

3.25 

4B" 

75, 

2.25" 

1.75 

B 
g. Slab 7A 

3.25 5" 

16" 

48 

2,25' 

h. Slab 8A 

Figure 26 

Deflection Scale Placement 



i. Slab 9ft 

31" 

47" 

3.75" 

j • Slabs 1M, 6M 

Figure 26 

Deflection Scale Placement 
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k. Slabs 2M, 3M, 4M, 51* 

1. Slabs 7M, 8M 

Figure 26 

Deflection Scale Placement 



APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SLAB ANALYSIS 

C.l Basic Yield Line Model - Flexure. Definition 

of variables are presented in the order of their 

appearance. 

RAPYL = Radius to positive circumferential yield line 

BRACK = Unit moment coefficient 

N = Slab number 

A,B,F,E,D = Moment multipliers 

DIAMC = Column diameter 

RSTL = Radial extent of top steel 

XL = Radial extent of column steel distribution 

R = Radius of model slab 

RADC = Radius of column 

TRIALD = Assumed value of D 

ABLE = Dummy Variable 

CHAR ' = Dummy Variable 

DOG = Dummy Variable 

RPYMI = Dummy Variable 

DBLRE = Doubly reinforced 

SINRE - Singly reinforced 

COMD = Computed value of D 

TEST = Dummy Variable 

147 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE FALL 69 
C BASIC YIELD LINE MODEL - NQ IN-PLANE FORCE 

DIMENSION RAPYL1100 I»BRACK(100) 
CALL SETCL0I00060I 

18 WRITE 13,17) 
17 FORMAT (IH11 

READ (1,1) N 
1 FORMAT (15) 

READ(l,2)A,BrF,E 
READ (If2) Dt01AMC.RSTL.XL 

2 FORMAT (4F10.3) 
R = 51. 
RADC = DIAMC/2. 
TRIALO = D 
RAPYL(1) = I. 
DO 3 1=2,50 

3 RAPYL(I) = RAPYL(I—II + I. 
19 DO 20 I = 6.50 
20 BRACK(I) = 0.0 
10 DO 4 J = 6,50 

ABLE=t 1 (B+E)*RAPYL(J))-((B—F)*XL)—((F-A)*RADC))/ 
HRAPYL(J)—RADC) 
CHAR=((TRIALO»R)-((TRIALD-E)*RAPYL(J)))/(R-RAPYL(J J) 
DOG=((R*R)+(R#RAPYL(J))-tRADC»RAPYL<J))-(RADC*RADC)) 

4 BRACK(J)=1000.*CABLE+CHAR)/D0G 
DO 5 J = 7,50 
IF (BRACK(J) - BRACK C J—I)) 5,6,6 

6 RPYMI = RAPYL <J-1) 
GO TO 7 

5 CONTINUE 
7 DBLRE = RSTL-RPYMI 

SINRE = R - RSTL 
COMD=(H*DBLRE + D*S1NRE)/(R-RPYMI) 
ALERR = 0.01 
TEST=COMO - TRIALD 
IF tABS (TEST) - ALERR) 8,8,9 

9 TRIALD = COMD 
GO TO 19 

8 WRITE (3,11) 
11 F0RMAT(5X,43H LOCATION OF POSITIVE YIELD LINE, INCLUDING 

128H DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTIONS.///) 
WRITE (3,12) N 

12 FORMAT15X,12H SLAB NUMBER ,14,//) 
WRITE (3,13) DIAMCfRSTL 

13 FORMA I{lOXf20H (COLUMN DIAMETER = ,F7.3,5X, 
120H TOP STEEL RAOIUS = ,F7.3,IH)) 
WRITE (3,14) A,B,F,E,D 

14 F0RMAT(10X,« A = •,F5.3,2X,* B = *,F5.3,2X,' F = *,F5.3, 
22X,* E = •,F5.3.2Xf1 TRIAL D = '.F5.3) 
WRITE 13,100) COMD 

100 FORMAT (10X,» FINAL COMPUTED 0 = *,F5.3,1H),///) 
DO 15 K s 20,30 

15 WRITE (3,16) RAPYLIK),BRACK(K) 
16 FORMAT(lOXf10H RADIUS = ,F5.1,7H INCHES,10X, 



12/22/69 FORTHAIN 

3» UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
GO TO 18 
END 



LOCATION OF POSITIVE YIELD LINE, INCLUDING DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTIONS. 

SLAB NUMBER 1 

(COLUMN DIAMETER = 10.000 TOP STEEL RADIUS = 36.000) 
A = 1.000 B = 1-233 F = 1.233 E - 1.233 TRIAL D = l.COO 
FINAL COMPUTED D = 1.099) 

RADIUS s 20. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT = 1 .4605 

RADIUS = 21. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT — 1 .4474 

RADIUS = 22. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT = 1 .4376 

RADIUS = 23. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT = I .4307 

RADIUS = 24. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT - 1 .4265 
RADIUS = 25. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT S I .4251 
RADIUS 26. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT I .4263 

RADIUS 2 27. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT = 1 .4303 

RADIUS = 28. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT — 1 .4370 
RADIUS = 29. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT — 1 .4467 

RADIUS 30. 0 INCHES UNIT MOMENT COEFFICIENT I .4596 
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C.2 General Yield Line Model - Flexure. Previous

ly undefined variables are presented in the order of their 

appearance. 

MSUBC2 = 

MSUBR 

ULTLD 

PSUBR 

PSUBC2 = 

PFOR 

PTOT 

DFLECT = 

CSTR51 = 

CSTPYL = 

CSTRC2 = 

RAD 

XDIST 

TENLIM = 

ACINUM = 

KEY 

CONMOD = 

Moment at negative circumferential yield line 

Moment at positive circumferential yield line 

Ultimate load 

In plane force at positive circumferential yield 

line 

In plane force at negative circumferential yield 

line 

In plane force on radial yield lines 

Summation of in plane forces on yield lines 

Deflection at positive circumferential yield 

line 

Circumferential strain at slab radius 

Circumferential strain at positive circumfer

ential yield line 

Circumferential strain at negative circumfer

ential yield line 

Radius incrementing device 

Distance to point on radial yield line 

Distance to point on radial yield line 

Concrete modulus coefficient 

Slab reinforcement code 

Concrete modulus 



STLMOD = Steel modulus 

DBLMOM = = Doubly reinforced 

RMIN = Minimum radius 

NRMIN = Dummy Variable 

XNRMIN = Dummy Variable 

MAX = Dummy Variable 

NNRMIN = = Dummy Variable 

NUM = Number of assumed 

NNUM = Dummy Variable 

ADUM = Dummy Variable 

DI = Dummy Variable 

BDUM = Dummy Variable 

EDUM = Dummy Variable 

FDUM = Dummy Variable 

VALUE = Dummy Variable 

XK = Dummy Variable 

LIMIT = Dummy Variable 

CDUM = Dummy Variable 

DDUM = Dummy Variable 

LMSTL = Dummy Variable 

SUM = Dummy Variable 

PDUM = Dummy Variable 

QDUM = Dummy Variable 

RDUM = Dummy Variable 

152 

ultimate moment 

radii values 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEH/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE 
C GENERAL YIELD LINE ANALYSIS 

REAL Kl,K2,NBAL,HOHBAL»NSUBTS,NSUBBS,MSUBBS,NMAX 
REAL MSUBD,MSUBC2,MSUBR,MSUBTS 
DIMENSION EI50),F(50) ,B(S0),A(50),ULTLD(50),PSUBR(50), 

1RE$M0M(55,55),HSUBC2(50),MSUBR(50),RAPYLI50),DFLECT(50), 
2PFQR(55»55),CSTR5l(50),CSTPYL(50),CSTRC2(50)> PSUBC2 (50) , 
3RAD(55),XDIST(55),TENLIM(50),PTOT(50) 
CALL SETCLO(00180) 
WRITE (3,61) 

61 FORMAT (1H11 
300 READ (1.1) R,DIAMC,ASUBS,RSTL « STLSPA,THICK 

1 FORMAT (6F10.4) 
READ (1,2) FY,FPC,STLMOD,ACINUH 

2 FORMAT (4F1S.0) 
READ (1,3) NSLAB,KEY,DEPTH,DPRIME 

3 FORMAT (215, 2F10.2) 
ASTL = ASUBS/STLSPA 
TENS = ASTL+FY 
DBLTEN =-2.*TENS 
IF (KEY) 4, 5,4 

5 TENNEG = -TENS 
GO TO 6 

4 TENNEG = -2.»TENS 
6 CONMOD = ACINUM*SQRT(FPC) 

IF (FPC -4000.) 7,7,8 
7 Kl = 0.85 
GO TO 9 

8 Kl = .85 -((FPC-4000.)/I000.>*.05 
9 EY = FY/STLMOD 

WHITNY = .85*FPC 
C MOMENT LIMITS, DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTION 

K2 = .003/(EY+.003) 
ABAL = Kl*K2*DEPTH 
CSUBC = ABAL+WHITNY 
ESPRIM = .003*((K2*0EPTH-0PRIME)/(K2*DEPTH)) 

301 FORMAT (£14.7) 
IF (ESPRIM - EY) 11,10,10 

11 TPRIKE = A5TL»ESPRIM*STLM0D 
GO TO 12 

10 TPRI ME = TENS 
12 NBAL = CSUBC+TPRIHE-TENS 

MOMBAL = TPRIME*(DEPTH-DPRIME)+CSUBC*(DEPTH-.5*ABAL) 
I—NBAL*(DEPTH - THICK/2.) 
NSUBTS = K1*0PRIME*WHITNY - TENS 
MSUBTS = WHITNY*K1*DPRIME#(DEPTH—.5*K1*DPRIME) 

l-NSUBTSMDEPTH-.5*THICK) 
ESPRIM = ((DEPTH-DPRIME)/DEPTH)*.003 
IF (ESPRIM - EY) 13,14,14 

IB TPRI HE = ASTL*ESPRIM*STLMOO 
GO TO 15 

14 TPRIME = TENS 
15 NSUBBS = TPRIME+Kl*OEPTH*WHITNY 

MSUBBS = HHITNY*K1*0EPTH*(DEPTH—.5*K1*DEPTH) 
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12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

1+TPRIME*(DEPTH-DPRIME)-NSUBBS*( DEPTH—.5*THICK) 
NMAX = THICK*WHITNY + 2. •TENS 

C PARABOLIC CONSTANTS FOR SINGLE REINFORCED SECTIONS 
BETA = l./(2.»WHITNY*TENS»(DEPTH-.5*TENS/WHITNY>) 
ALPHA = BETA*(WHITNY*THICK -2.•TENS) 

C SINGLY REINFORCED MOMENT (NO IN-PLANE FORCES) 
MSUBO = TENS•(DEPTH-.5*TENS/WHITNY) 

C DOUBLY REINFORCED MOMENT (NO IN-PLANE FORCES) 
READ 11 * 11 OBLMOM 
WRITE (3,16)NSLAB 

16 FORMAT 115X • • PARAMETERS. SLAB NUMBER •,IA,•A«/////) 
WRITE (3,IT)NSUBTS»MSU8TS»NBAL, MOMBAL,N5UBBS, MSUBBS,NMAX f MSUBO• 

1DBLMOM.RSTL 
17 FORMAT(5X,'NORMAL FORCE AT WHICH TOP STEEL HAS NO STRESS = «,F9.3, 

1/,5X, 'MOMENT RESISTANCE, TOP STEEL NO STRESS =',F9.3,/,5X,'NORMAL 
2 FORCE AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = • , FIO.3,/,5X, 'MOMENT (MAXIMUM) 
3 AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = ',FIO.3,/,5X,'NORMAL FORCE AT WHICH B 
BOTTOM STEEL HAS NO STRESS = •»F9.3,/5X,'MOMENT RESISTANCE, BOTTOM 
5STEEL NO STRESS = •,F9.3,/5X,•MAXIMUM .NORMAL FORCE (NO MOMENT) = ' 
6,F9.3,/5X,'SINGLY REINFORCED MOMENT - NO IN-PLANE = •,F9.3,/5X,'DO 
7UBLY REINFORCED MOMENT - NO IN-PLANE = •,F9.3/5X,'RADIUS OF TOP ST 
BEEL LAYER = • ,F5. 2/*>X , « NOTE - COMPRESSION POS IT IVE ' ,////1 
RMIN = DIAMC/2. 
NRMIN = RMIN 
XNRMIN=NRMIN 
MAX= R 
RAD(NRMIN) -XNRMIN 
NNRMIN = NRMIN + 1 
DO 20 1= NNRMIN,MAX 

20 RAO( I )=RAD( [-1)4-1. 
NUM = MAX - (NNRMIN *• 1) 
NNUM = NUM +1 
RAPYL(1) = 6. 
DO 21 1=2,NNUM 

21 RAPYL(T) = RAPYL(I—1)+1. 
DO 115 J=l»NNUM 
ADUM = (!•/(RAPYL(J)*(RAPYL(J)—RMIN)))•(I./(R*(RAPYLI J)-RMIN ) ) ) 

1+tI•/(R*( R-RAPYL(J))J) 
DO 30 II = 1,201 
01 = II 
PSUBR(J) = -(l.005-(Dt*.005))*2.*TENS 
BDUM = 2.*RAPYL(J)*PSUBR(J)/(CONMOD*AOUM*1R—RAPYL( J ) ) ) 
BDUM = ABS(BDUM) 
DFLECT(JI = SQRT(BDUM) 
CSTRSltJ) =» t <DFLECT( J) ) **2» * C (1./( R» (RAPYL ( JJ-RMIN) ) > 
1+(I./(R*(R—RAPYL(J))))) 
CSTPYLIJ) s ((DFLECTIJ))**2)/(RAPYL(J)*(RAPYL(J)-RMlN)) 
C5 TRC2(J) = (THICK*DFLECT t  J ) )/(DIAHC*(RAPYL(J)-RMIN)) 
XDIST(Jl=((CSTRC2(J))/(CSTRC2(J)+CSTPYL(J)))•(RAPYL(J)- RMIN) 
EDUM = (CSTRC2(J)*(RAPYL(J)—RMIN))/(CSTRC2(J)+CSTPYL(J ) ) 
FDUM = (2.*TENS)/(CSTRC2(J)•CONMOD*TH ICK) 
TENLIM(J)= EDUM*(1.-FDUM) 
PTOT(J) = .5* CSTPYH J)•CONMDD^THICK*(RAPYL(J)-RMIN-XDIST(J)) — 

1(TENLIM(J)«-XDIST(JI)«TENS 
PSUBC2(J)= (2./DIAMC)*((PSUBR(J)»RAPYL(J))—PTOT(J ) ) 
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12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

IF (ABS(TENNEG)-ABS(PSUBC2(J))) 30,40,40 
30 CONTINUE 
40 VALUE = l.006*PSUBRtJ) 

DO 50 K = 1,71 
XK s K 
PSUBR(J) = (1.0001 -(XK «.000I))*VALUE 
BOUH = 2.»RAPYL(J)*PSUBR(J>/ICONMOO*AOUM#(R-RAPYL(J))) 
BOUM = ABSt BOUH) 
OFLECT{J) = SORT(BOUM) 
CSTR5KJ) = ((DFLECT(J})#*2)+((1./(R*(RAPYL(JI-RMIN>)) 

1+ 11./(R*(R-RAPYL(J) )) )) 
CSTPYL(J) = (COFLECTtJ))**2)/(RAPYL(J)*(RAPYL(JJ-RHIN)) 
CSTRC2(J) = (THICK*DFLECT(J))/(01AMC*tRAPYL(J)-RMIN)) 
XDIST (J) = (ICSTRC2(J))/(CSTRC2(J)+CSTPYL(J)))*CRAPYLtJJ-RMIN) 
EDUH - (CSTRC21 J) * (RAPYL(J)-RMIN))/(CSTRC2IJ)+CSTPYLI J)) 
FDUM = (2.*TENS)/(CSTRC2(J)*C0NM0D*THICK> 
TENLIK(J) = E0UM*(1.-FDUM) 
PTOT(J) =.5*CSTPYL< J)+CONMOD+THICK*tRAPYL(J J-RHIN-XOIST(J))-t TEN 

1LIM(J)+XDISTtJ))*TENS 
PSUBC2IJ) =12./DIAMC)*((PSUBRtJ)*RAPYL(J))—PTOTtJ)) 
IF (ABS(TENNEG)— ABS(PSU8C2(J))) 50.60,60 

50 CONTINUE 
60 LIMIT = RAPYL(J) 

C 
C COMPUTE IN-PLANE FORCES 
C 

DO 70 1=: NRMIN,MAX 
IF { I - LIMIT) 71,72,72 

C INNER SEGMENT 
71 COUM = ((RAO!IJ-RMIN)/(RAPYL(J)-RMIN))*(CSTPYL(J)+CSTRC2(J)) 

PFOR(I,J) = (COUM - CSTRC2CJ))*CONMOD»THICK 
IF (PFOR(I•J)) 75,70,70 

75 IF (PFOR(I,J) - OBLTENJ 73,73,70 
73 PFOR(I,J) = DBLTEN 

GO TO 70 
C OUTER SEGMENT 

72 DDUM = ((RADII)—RAPYLt J ) ) / IR—RAPYL(J)))+(CSTR511 J)—CSTPYL t J) ) 
PFOR(I,J) = (CSTPYL(J)+ODUM)*CONMOD*THICK 
IF (PFORlI,J)) 76,70,70 

76 IF t PFOR(I,J) - OBLTEN) 74,74,70 
74 PFOR(I,J) = OBLTEN 
70 CONTINUE 

LMSTL = RSTL 
DO 90 I = NRMIN,MAX 
IF (I - LMSTL) 91,91,103 

91 IF (PFORCI,J I) 92,92,93 
92 RESMOM (I , J) = OBLHOM*l l.+-( «5*PF0R( I, J l/TENS) 1 

GO TO 90 
93 IF (PFOR(I,J) - NSUBTS) 94,95,96 
96 IF IPFOR(I»J) - NBAL) 97,98,99 
99 IF (PFOR(I,J) - NSUBBS) 100,101,102 
94 RESMOM(t « J) = DBLMOM*(PFOR(I,J)/NSUBTS)*(MSUBTS-DBLMOM) 

GO TO 90 
95 RESMOHtI«J) = MSUBTS 

GO TO 90 
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12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

97 RESMOM (I,J)= MSUBTS+IPFORCI,JJ-NSUBTS )•((MOMBAL - MSUBTS)/ 
UN8AL - NSUBTS)) 
GO TO 90 

98 RESMOM (I,J) = MOMBAL 
GO TO 90 

100 RESMOM ( I , J) = MOMBAL + tPFORII,J) - NBAL>*I (MSUBBS - MOMBAL)/ 
I(NSUBBS - NBAL)) 
GO TO 90 

101 RESMOM(I * J) = MSUBBS 
GO TO 90 

102 RESMOM(I, J) = MSUBBS - (MSUBBS)*((PFOK(I * J)—NSUBBS)/(NMAX-NSUBBS)) 
GO TO 90 

103 RESMOMU.J) = MSUBQ * ( 1. + PFORI I , J ) *ALPHA- t ( PFOR ( I , J ) **2 ) *BET A M 
90 CONTINUE 

IF (ABS(PSUBR(J))- ABS[DBLTEN)) 104*105,104 
104 MSUBC2 (J) =0.0 

GO TO 106 
105 IF (KEY) 107.100,107 
108 MSUBC2 C J 1= MSUBOMl.*(PSUBC2<J)/TENS ) ) 

GO TO 106 
107 MSUBC2 tJ) = DBLMOM*(I« +(«5*PSUBC2(J)/TENS I) 
106 MSUBR (J)= DBLH0M*(l.+t.5»PSUBRfJJ/TCNS)) 
115 CONTINUE 

C COMPUTE AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS 
DO 205 J= 1,NNUM 
LIMIT = RAPYL(J) 
LLI MIT = LIMIT + 1 
A(J) = MSUBC2IJ)/MSUBO 
IF {ABS(A(J)) - 0.001) 200,201,201 

200 A(J) = 0.0 
201 E(J) = MSUBRlJ)/HSUBO 

SUM = 0.0 
00 203 1= NRMIN,LIMIT 

203 SUM = SUM + RESMOM{I,J) 
FtJ) = SUM/((RAPYL(J) - RMIN)*MSUBO) 
SUM =0.0 
DO 204 1 =LLIMIT,MAX 

204 SUM = SUM + RESMOMtI,J) 
DIJ) = SUM/UR - RAPYLIJ))*MSUBO) 

C COMPUTE ULTIMATE LOAD 
POIJM = (tE(J) + F(J))*RAPYL<J) - (FCJ) - A(J))*RMIN)/ 
IIRAPYL(J)-RMIN) 
QDUM = (B(J)*R - (B(J) - E(J))»RAPYLtJ))/(R - RAPYL(J)) 
ROUM = R*»2 +R+RAPYL(J)-RMIN+RAPYL(J)-RMIN*^2 

205 ULTLD CJ 1 = 6.* MSUBO*(POUM+QOUM)/ROUM 
WRITE (3,61) 
WRITE (3,206) NSLAB 

206 FORMAT (5X,-ULTIMATE LOAD VS. RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE, SLAB 
INUMBER SH.'A'////! 
DO 207 J = 31,35 

207 WRITE (3,208) RAPYL(J),AIJ),F<J),E(J),BlJ),DFLECT<J),ULTLO(J) 
208 FORMAT (lOX,' RAOIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE =«,F6.2, / 

110X, • AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS - • / 
215X,• A a •,F8.5,5X,• F = *,F8.5,5X,* E = **FB.5»5XI

> B = «,F8.5,/ 
410X,* MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT POSITIVE YIELD LINE = «,F10.5/ 
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12/22/69 FQRTHAIN 

5LOXf• ULTIMATE LOAD* PSI = *,£12.4,/) 
GO TO 300 
END 
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PARAMETERS* SLAB NUMBER 1A 

NORMAL FORCE AT WHICH TOP STEEL HAS NO STRESS = 1173.470 
MOMENT RESISTANCE* TOP STEEL NO STRESS = 1412.254 
NORMAL FORCE AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = 3206.850 
MOMENT (MAXIMUM) AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = 2199.156 
NORMAL FORCE AT WHICH BOTTOM STEEL HAS NO STRESS = 5014.148 
MOMENT RESISTANCE* BOTTOM STEEL NO STRESS = 1935.105 
MAXIMUM NORMAL FORCE (NO MOMENT) = 8192.867 
SINGLY REINFORCED MOMENT - NO IN-PLANE = 541.426 
DOUBLY REINFORCED MOMENT - NO IN-PLANE = 670.760 
RADIUS OF TOP STEEL LAYER = 51.00 
NOTE - COMPRESSION POSITIVE 



ULTIMATE LOAD VS. RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE, SLAB NUMBER IA 

RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 36.00 
AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS -

A = 0.0 F = 0.22647 E 
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 
ULTIMATE LOAD, PSI = 0.3754E 01 

0.26822 
0.55154 

B = 3.70839 

RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 37.00 
AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS -

A « 0.0 F = 0.23049 E 
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT POSITIVE YIELD LINE * 
ULTIMATE LOAD, PSI = 0.3801E 01 

0.27133 
0.57560 

B = 3.74395 

RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 38.00 
AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS -

A = 0.0 F = 0.23403 E 
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 
ULTIMATE LOAD, PSI = 0.3825E 01 

0.27454 
0.59995 

B = 3.73904 

RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE - 39.00 
AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS -

A = 0.0 F = 0.23712 E 
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT POSITIVE YIELO LINE -
ULTIMATE LOAD, PSI = 0.3786E 01 

0.27782 
0.62458 

8 = 3.63482 

RADIUS TO POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 40.00 
AVERAGE MOMENT MULTIPLIERS -

A = 0.0 F = 0.23928 E 
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AT POSITIVE YIELD LINE = 
ULTIMATE LOAD, PSI = 0.3645E 01 

0.28124 
0.64947 

B = 3.37133 

M 
Ln 
ID 
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C.3 Flexure-Punching Yield Line Model. The 

following is a listing of the variable definitions. 

A,B,D,E,F, = Moment multipliers 

R = Slab radius 

C = Column radius 

MSUBO = Base moment (singly reinforced) 

RAPYL = Assumed radius to circumferential yield line 

BRACK = Base moment coefficient 

ABLE = Dummy Variable 

BAKER = Dummy Variable 

ADUM = Dummy Variable 

BDUM = Dummy Variable 

PCOMP = Column load 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 36GN-FO-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE FALL 69 
C PUNCHING YIELD LINE MODEL 

DIMENSION RAPYL(50)»BRACK150),PCOMP(SOI 
REAL MSUBO 
CALL SETCL0I00060) 

16 WRITE (3,17) 
17 FORMAT (IH1) 

READ (1*1) N 
1 FORMAT (15) 

READ(1*2) A, Ft B, E 
READ (1,2) D,DIAMC,RSTL,XL.MSUBO 

2 FORMAT (5F10.3) 
R = 51. 
C = DIAMC/2. 
RAPYL(1) = 1-
DO 3 1=2,30 

3 RAPYL11) = RAPYLCI—1) • 1. 
19 DO 20 I = 5,30 
20 BRACK (11 =» 0.0 
10 00 4 J = 5,30 

ABLE- (((B«-E)*RAPYL( J) )-((F—A)+C )—I ( B-F )*XL )) / (RAPYL (J )-C) 
BAKER=((1.38*R*R)—(RAPYL(J))*(RAPYL(J) )-(C*RAPYL(J))—(C*C)) 
BRACK(J) = (1000.»ABLE)/BAKER 
ADUM = (6.*MSUB0»BRACK(J)J/1000. 
BDUM = 1.445»R»R 
PCOMP(J) » ADUM+BDUM 

4 CONTINUE 
8 WRITE (3,11) 
11 FORMAT (5X,• COMPUTED ULTIMATE FLEXURE - PUNCHING LOAD.'///) 

WRITE (3,12) N 
12 FORMAT (5X,• SLAB NUMBER •,I3,,M«,//) 

WRITE (3,13) DIAMC,RSTL 
13 FORMAT 110X,« (COLUMN DIAMETER = «,F7.3,5X, 

I* TOP STEEL RADIUS = *,F7.3,1H)) 
WRITE (3,14) A, F, B* E 

14 FORMAT(10X*» A = *.F5.3,2X,* F = *,F5.3,2X, 
1* 8 = '.FS.S^X,* E = • ,F5.3/) 
DO 15 K = 10,20 

15 WRITE (3,16) BRACK(K),PCQMP(K) 
16 FORMAT (10X,» MOMENT COEFF. = «,F7.4,5X, 

1 * ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = *,FB.O) 
GO TO 18 
END 



COMPUTED ULTIMATE FLEXURE - PUNCHING LOAD-

SLAB NUMBER IM 

[COLUMN DIAMETER - 4.500 TOP STEEL RAOIUS = 31,000) 
A = 1.000 F = 1.242 B = 1.242 E = 1.242 

MOMENT COEFF. - 0. 9056 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 16698. 
MOMENT COEFF. — 0. 8901 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 16412. 
MOMENT COEFF. — 0. 8793 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 16214. 
MOMENT COEFF. = 0. 8722 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD — 16083. 
MOMENT COEFF. = 0. 8679 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 16003. 
MOMENT COEFF. - 0. 8659 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 15967. 
MOMENT COEFF. = 0. 8659 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 15967. 
MOMENT COEFF. = 0. 8677 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 15999. 
MOMENT COEFF. = 0. 8709 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD — 16060. 
MOMENT COEFF. - 0. 8757 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD 16147. 
MOMENT COEFF. = 0. 8818 ULTIMATE COLUMN LOAD = 16260. 
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APPENDIX D 

INTERACTION EQUATIONS 

D.l General. The deflection induced in-plane 

forces of the model slabs give rise to four distinct 

interaction relationships. Tension or compression plus 

bending occurs in both singly and doubly reinforced regions 

of the slabs. The following material describes the 

development of the interaction equations for the four 

conditions and the subsequent approximations using Slab 1A 

as an example. 

D.2 Singly Reinforced Compression - Bending 

Interaction. As the applied load, w, is increased the 

resulting slab deflections induce in-plane loads ranging 

from initial values of zero up to those finally causing 

crushing of the concrete. Figure 27 illustrates the 

stress and strain relations experienced by the slab cross-

section under the range of in-plane forces. At Nn = 0 

the section is subjected to bending moment only with the 

concrete strain at 0.003 in/in and steel strain somewhat 

greater than the yield strain. Increasing Nn results in 

the section stress and strain progressing through the 

"balanced" condition and steel stress equal zero condition 

to the final condition of complete compression. The 
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relationships between moments and stress conditions shown 

are described by the computer program listed later in 

this section on page 170. 

A somewhat simpler interaction expression may be 

derived for the singly reinforced compression and bending 

condition. Referring to Figure 27, summation of forces 

in the horizontal direction yields: 

Cc = As£y + Nn O1) 

or, 

0.85f£ (klC) = Asfy + Nn 

but kjc = a, therefore: 

Q _ Asfy + Nn (D-2) 

0.85f^ 

And, summation moments about bottom of section yields: 

M = Cc (d-a/2) - Nn(d-t/2) 

whence, 
A f +• N„ Aefv + Nn 

M = 0. 85f' C s y E) [d- ]-Nn(d-t/2) 
0.85f£ 2(0.85f£) (D-3) 

Substituting into (D-3) the identities, 

T = Asfy § W = 0.85f£ 

yields, upon reduction: 

M = TW-i' • N"CW * V '§fj> (D- 4 )  
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The expression for pure moment (no in-plane forces) is: 

Mq = 0.85f« a (d-J) 

= 0. 85f I ( Asfy ) ) CD" 5) 
c O.SSf' 2C0.85fir C . C' 

And further manipulation produces: 

M0 = TCd - ̂  (I)-6) 

Dividing Equation (D-4) by Equation (D-6) gives: 

M = 
T^d"2W^ Nn^ " " Nn 

^ " TCd-?BJ 

Wt - 2T .. 2 , 1 
= 1 + Nr 

'n zwrCd-L) " N» ^wrcd-Lj)5 (u.7) 

Wt 
Letting: a = 

2IV 2\r 

Wt - 2T 

2WT(d-I_) 
21V 

and 3 = —- the Equation (D-7) 
W t - 2 T n 

becomes: 

M = Mc (1 + aNn - PNn2) CD-8) 

The relative error between the actual and approxi

mate interaction values is shown graphically in Figure 28. 

The variables of the following computer program listing are 

defined in the order of their appearance. 



2000 Approximate 

Exact 

1500 

Resisting 
Moment 
(in-lb/in) 

1000 

541.43 500 

4000 6 0 0 0  5000 3000 7000 8 0 0 0  1000 2000  
Compression Force (pounds) 

Figure 28 

Interaction Curve - Compression vs. Bending ^ 
Singly Reinforced, Slab 1A o\ 
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Definition of Variables 

Compression vs. Moment - Singly Reinforced 

NINCR = Increment of normal force 

PARABM = Parabolic moment approximation 

TBOTST = Force in bottom steel 

A - Concrete stress block depth 

RESMOM = Resisting moment 

SBRESS = Stress in bottom steel 

K1 = Concrete coefficient 

MOD = Steel modulus of elasticity 

K2 = Concrete coefficient 

MOMBAL = Moment at balanced condition 

MOMMAX = Moment at maximum normal force 

MSUBO = Singly reinforced ultimate moment 

NBAL = Normal force at balanced condition 

NSUBBS - Normal force at which bottom steel has zero 

stress 

MSUBBS - Moment at which bottom steel has zero stress 

NMAX = Maximum normal force 

NSLAB = Slab number 

NPOINT = Number of increments 

THICK = Slab thickness 

DEPTH = Effective depth 

STLSPA = Steel spacing 
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ASUBS - Area of reinforcing bar 

FPC = Ultimate concrete strength 

FY = Steel yield stress 

MPOINT = Dummy variable 

DM = Dummy variable 

EY = Steel yield strain 

ASTL = Steel area per length of slab 

TENS = Yield tension force in steel 

WHITNY = Concrete coefficient 

ABAL = Concrete compression block depth at the balanced 

condition 

CSUBC = Concrete compression force 

DELTA = Dummy variable 

N = Dummy variable 

XN = Dummy variable 

BETA = Coefficient in Equation (D-8) 

ALPHA = Coefficient in Equation CD-8) 

EPSBOT = Strain in bottom steel 

TBOT = Force in bottom steel 

ALERR = Allowable error 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEH/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE FALL 69 
C INTERACTION PROGRAM - COMPRESSION VS. MOMENT 
C SINGLY REINFORCED 

DIMENSION NINCR(50),PARABM(50),TBQTST(50),A(50) 
1,RESM0M(50),SBRESS(50I 
REAL NINCRt Kl,MOO,K2.M0MBAL,MOMMAX 
l,MSUBO»NBAL,NSUBBS,MSUBBS, NMAX 
CALL SETCLDt00060) 

500 WRITE (3.501) 
501 FORMAT (IH1) 

READ (l.l) NSLAB,NPOINT,THICK,DEPTH,STLSPA,ASUBS 
t FORMAT (215,4F10.4) 
READ (1,2) FPC, FY, MOD 

2 FORMAT (3FL5.0) 
MPOINT = NPOINT - I 
DM « MPOINT 
IF IFPC-4000.)3,3,4 

3 Kl =0.85 
GO TO 5 

4 Kl = 0w85—(((FPC - 4000.1/1000.)• 0.05) 
5 EY a FY/MOD 

ASTL = ASUBS/STLSPA 
TENS = ASTL * FY 
WHITNY » 0.85 * FPC 

C AT THE BALANCED CONDITION 
K2 = 0.003/(EY+0.003) 
ABAL = K1«K2»DEPTH 
CSUBC » ABAL«HHITNY 
NBAL » CSUBC—TENS 
MOMBAL - CSUBC*(DEPTH-0.5*ABAL)-NBAL*(DEPTH-.5*THICK> 

C NEUTRAL AXIS THROUGH BOTTOM STEEL 
NSUBBS- WHITNY*Kl+OEPTH 
MSUBBS= NSUBBS*(DEPTH-.5*K1*DEPTH>-NSUBBS»(DEPTH-.5+THICK) 

C MAXIMUM COMPRESSION ON SECTION - NO MOMENT 
NMAX = THICM"WHITNY • TENS 
MOMMAX - 0.0 
NINCRt1)=0.0 
DELTA = NMAX/DM 
DO 6 1=2,NPOINT 
N » 1-1 
XN • N 

6 NINCR(I)= XN*DELTA 
BETA » 1./(2**WHITNY*TENS*(DEPTH—.5*TENS/WHITNY)) 
ALPHA - BETA* (WHIT(1Y*THICK-2.*TENS) 
MSUBO = TENS"(DEPTH-.5*TENS/WHITNY) 
DO 7 I»l,MPOINT 

7 PARABMII )=» MSUBO+( l.+NINCR (I)*ALPHA-( (N1NCRII )*NINCR( I) )*BETA) ) 
00 100 1=1,MPOINT 
IF (NINCRtII - NBAL) 8,9,10 

10 IF- (NINCRt 1) - NSUBBS ) 11,21,20 
20 IF (NINCRII)—NMAX) 31,100,100 
8 TBOTST(I) - TENS 

At I) » (TENS • NINCRlI))/WHITNY 
RESMOM (I) « A 11)*WHITNY*(DEPTH—.5*A(I)J-NlNCRlI)*(DEPTH—.5*THICK) 



12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

GO TO 100 
9 All) = ABAL 

TBOTST(I) = TENS 
RESMOMC I) = MOMflAL 
GO TO 100 

11 TBOTST CI) = T80TST11-1) 
17 AfI) = ININCR(11+TBOTSTtl))/WHITNY 

K2 = (AC I))/CKl*DEPTH) 
EPSBOT * 0.003*11.-K21/K2 
IF (EPSBOT - EY) 13,12,12 

13 TBOT =EPSBOT*MOO*ASTL 
GO TO 14 

12 T80T= TENS 
14 ALERR = 0.02*TBDTST(I) 

IF (ABStTBOTSTCI) - TBOT) - ABSCALERR)) 15,15,16 
16 TBOTST(I) = TBOT 

GO TO 17 
15 RESMOMd)=ACIJ*WHITNY»(0EPTH-.5*A( I) J-NINCRCI )•(DEPTH-.5*THICK) 

GO TO 100 
21 AC I )•= Kl# DEPTH 

TBOTST(I) = 0.0 
RESMOM(I)3 MSUBBS 
GO TO 100 

31 TBOTST (11 = TBOTST ( 1-1)" 
32 A(I) = (NINCR(I) -TBOTST(I)l/WHITNY 

K2 = CACI))/CKl*DEPTH) 
IF CACI) - THICK) 33,33,34 

34 All) = THICK 
33 EPSBOT = C(K2-l.)/K2)*0.003 

IF IEPSBOT - EY) 35,36,36 
35 TBOT = EPSBOT*MQD»ASTL 

GO TO 37 
36 TBOT » TENS 
37 ALERR = 0.02+TB0TSTCI) 

IF (ABS(TBOTSTU) - TBOT) - ABS (ALERR)) 39,39,38 
38 TBOTSTC1) = TBOT 

GO TO 32 
39 RESMOM(I)=>A(I)*WH1TNY#(DEPTH-.5*A( I))-NINCRCI )*(DEPTH—.5*THICK) 

100 CONTINUE 
RESMOH(NPOINT) = MOMMAX 
TBOTST(NPOINT) = TENS 
A(NPOINT) = THICK 
PARABKCNPOINT) - HOMMAX 
WRITE (3,40) NSLAB 

40 F0RMAT(10X,'SLAB NUMBER «*13) 
WRITE (3,41) HOMBAL,N8AL,HSUBBS,NSUBBS,NHAX 

41 FORMAT(10X,<BALANCE0 MOMENT = '.F10.3/ 
110X,'BALANCED COMPRESSION = *,F10.3/ 
210X,'MOMENT AT NO STRESS IN BOTTOM STEEL = »,F10,3/ 
310X,'COMPRESSION AT NO STRESS IN BOTTOM STEEL = »,F10.3/ 
410X,'MAXIMUM COMPRESSION (NO MOMENT) = »,F10.3///) 
DO 200 I=1,NP0INT 
IF (NINCR (11 - NSUBBS) 201,202,202 

201 SBRESS(I) = —TBOTST(I)/ASTL 
GO TO 200 
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12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

202 SBRESS (I) = TB0T3T(I)/ASTL 
200 CONTINUE 

WRITE(3 »4001 
400 FORMAT(10X«•COMPRESSION*»5X»*STRESS BLOCK DEPTH*,5X,* MOMENT(01RECT 

1 > • »5X» •HOMENTtPARABOUCM t5X, 'BOTTOM STEEL STRESS* ///) 
DO 401 1= I•NPOINT 

401 WRITE (3,402) NINCR (I) ,AC I),RESMOM(I>,PARA0M(I),SBRESSCI) 
402 FORMAT (BX,F10.3,12X,FIO.3,13X»F10.3»I2X,FIO.3,15X,FIO.3) 

GO TO 500 
ENO 



SLAB NUMBER 1 
BALANCED MOMENT = 2012.438 
BALANCED COMPRESSION = 2833.414 
MOMENT AT NO STRESS IN BOTTOM STEEL = 1740.390 
COMPRESSION AT NO STRESS IN BOTTOM STEEL = 4640.715 
MAXIMUM COMPRESSION INC MOMENT) = 7819.430 

COMPRESSION STRESS BLOCK DEPTH MOMENT(DIRECT) 

0.0 0.100 541.425 
325.810 0.188 820.298 
651.619 0.275 1070.658 
977.4Z9 0.363 1292.506 
1303.238 0.450 1485.841 
1629.048 0.538 1650.665 
1954.857 0.625 1786.976 
2280.667 0.713 1894.7(73 
2606.477 0.800 1974.058 
2932.286 0.882 2010.566 
3258.096 0.946 1987.197 
3583.905 1.014 1956.167 
3909.715 1.084 1910.740 
4235.523 1.155 1849.323 
4561.332 1.228 1770.477 
4887.141 1.303 1672.512 
5212.953 1.379 1554.617 
5538.762 1.456 1415.334 
5864.570 1.533 1254.008 
6190.379 1.612 1069.838 
6516.191 1.690 862.752 
6842.000 1.771 630.958 
7167.809 1.851 374.571 
7493.617 1.933 93.079 
7819.430 2.000 0.0 

MOMENT(PARABOLIC) 80TT0M STEEL STRESS 

541.426 -38899.977 
820.298 -38899.977 
1070.658 -38899.977 
1292.506 -38899.977 
1485.841 -38899.977 
1650.664 -38899.977 
1786.975 -38899.977 
1894.773 -38899.977 
1974.059 -38899.977 
2024.832 -36484.719 
2047.092 -27334.570 
2040.840 -19795.371 
2C06.076 -12968.570 
1942.801 -6807.418 
1851.011 -1283.404 
1730.711 3781.427 
1581.894 8243.746 
1404.569 12419.133 
1198.729 16217.539 
964.379 19681.004 
701.514 23189.930 
410.136 26005.941 
90.249 26640.102 

-258.151 31069.680 
0.0 38899.977 
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D.3 Doubly Reinforced Compression-Bending 

Interaction. Although somewhat more complicated, the 

compression-bending relationships for this condition are 

similar to those of the singly reinforced section. 

Figure 29 indicates the stress conditions experienced by 

a unit section of slab as Nn increases from zero to the 

maximum. The computer program written to describe the 

conditions existing as Nn varies from zero to maximum is 

listed below along with the interaction relationships for 

example Slab 1A. Upon comparison with similar output data 

for the singly reinforced case it is apparent that little 

difference between the two exists under high compressive 

forces. It is concluded that double reinforcing has but 

slight superiority as to moment resisting capacity over 

single reinforcing when the section is subjected to high 

compression loads. 

The interaction relations for the doubly reinforced 

compression-bending case may be approximated by connecting 

the five discrete points shown in Figure 29 by straight 

lines. The actual solution then would be simplified to 

that of computing corresponding values of Nn and moment 

resistance at the five controlling points and then writing 

equations for the four straight lines connecting these 

points. Table 16 presents the relations for the approxi

mate interaction expressions if the following notation is 

observed: 



0.85f£ e = 0.003 in/in 0.85fc Ec=0.003 in/in 

M, 

N n 

_L»'' 
, \ 

d 

* 

b = unity 

Nn = 0 
Top Steel Stress 
Equals Zero 

0.85f' ec=0.003 in/in 

M M 
3̂ ° O 

A'f /I 
5 s /A'i 

Asfy u 
e =e 
s y 

Balanced Condition 

Q.85f' 
c 

M 
ec=0.003 in/in 

A'f ,As s 

M 

4 

c=d 

e:s=0 

Bottom Steel Stress 
Equals Zero 

0. 85f' 
V 

M 

ec=0.003 in/in 

M 
- AIf,r s y 

- C c 

-Agfy 
__ 

M 

Nn Equals Maximum 

Figure 29 

Doubly Reinforced Compression - Bending 
in 
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Pt. 1 = Nn = 0 

Pt. 2 = = 0 

Pt. 3 = Balanced Condition 

Pt. 4 = es = 0 

Pt. 5 - Nn = Maximum 

TABLE 16 

Approximate Doubly Reinforced Compression - Bending 
Interaction Equations 

Variation in Nn Moment Equations 

N 

Nn2 
Pt. 1 to Pt. 2 M = Mj_ + ^JL- (M2 - Mx) 

Nn" Nn2 
Pt. 2 to Pt. 3 M = M2 + Nu (M3-M2) 

*n3 n2 

Nn"Nn3 
Pt. 3 to Pt. 4 M = M3 + rf—Jp- (M4-M3)* 

n4 n3 

n̂"̂ n4 
Pt. 4 to Pt. 5 M = M4 + jj—^— (M5-M4) 

n5 n4 

* Moment difference is negative if M3 > M4 

Comparison of the approximate and "exact" inter

action curves for this case is illustrated in Figure 30, 

using slab 1A as the example. 



2000  -
Pt.4 

Exact 

Approximate 
1500 Pt. 

Resisting 
Moment 
(in-lb/in) 

1000 

Pt.l 
671.96 

500 

>Pt.5 

4000 6000 8000  3000 5000 7000 1000 2 0 0 0  
Compression Force (pounds) 

Figure 30 

Interaction Curve - Compression vs. Bending M 

Doubly Reinforced, Slab 1A -o 
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Definition of Variables 

Compression vs. Moment - Doubly Reinforced 

TTOPST = Force in the top steel 

STRESS = Stress in top steel 

NSUBTS = Normal force at which top steel has zero stress 

MSUBTS = Moment at which top steel has zero stress 

DPRIME = Effective depth of compression steel 

ESPRIM = Strain in top steel 

TPRIME = Force in top steel 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE FALL 69 
C INTERACTION PROGRAM - COMPRESSION VS. MOMENT 
C DOUBLY REINFORCED 

DIMENSION NINCR(50)»TT0PST(50J.A(50) ,RESMOMl50),TBOTSTt50),STRESS 
1(50)t SBRESS(50) 

211 REAL H0DtKl,K2, MOMBAL,NSUBTS,NBAL ,NMAX,NSUBBS,MSUBBS *MSUBTS 
REAL NINCR, MOMMAX 
CALL SETCL0(00060) 

500 WRITE (3.501) 
501 FORMAT (1HI) 

READ (1,1) NSLAB.NPOINT,THICK,DEPTH,STLSPA,DPRIME,ASUBS 
1 FORMAT (2I5,5F10.M 

READ (1,2) FPC »FY,MOO 
2 FORMAT (3F15.0) 

MPOINT = NPOINT -1 
DM = MPOINT 
IF (FPC - 4000.) 3,3,4 

3 K1 = 0.85 
GO TO 5 

4 Kl = 0.85-1((FPC-4000.1/1000.>*.05) 
5 EY = FY/MOD 

ASTL = ASUBS/STLSPA 
TENS = ASTL *FY 

C AT THE BALANCED CONDITION 
K2 = 0.003/(EY+.003) 
ABAL = Kl*K?*DEPTH 
WHITNY = *85*FPC 
CSUBC = ABAL*WHITNY 
ESPRIM = .003*1(K2*D£PTH-DPRIME)/IK2*DEPTH)) 
IF ( ESPRIM - EY) 6,7,7 

6 TPRIME = ASTL *ESPRIM*MDD 
GO TO 8 

7 TPRIME = TENS 
8 NBAL = CSUBC+TPRIME-TENS 

MOMBAL= TPRIME*(DEPTH-DPRIME)+CSUBC*(DEPTH-.5*ABAL)-NBAL*(DEPTH -
t THICK/2.) 

C NEUTRAL AXIS THROUGH TOP STEEL 
NSUBTS = K1*DPRIME*WHITNY—TENS 
MSUBTS - Kl+DPRIME+WHITNY*(OEPTH—.5+K1*DPRIME)—NSUBTS*(DEPTH-.5*TH 

1ICK) 
C NEUTRAL AXIS THROUGH BOTTOM STEEL 

ESPRIM = (CDEPTH-DPRIME)/DEPTH)*.003 
IF (ESPRIM - EY) 9,10,10 

9 TPRIME = ASTL*ESPRIM+MOD 
GO TO 11 

10 TPRIME = TENS 
11 NSUBBS = TPRIME+K1*DEPTH*HHITNY 

MSUBBS = WHITNY*Kl*OEPTH*(DEPTH-.5*K1*DEPTH)+TPRIM£*(DEPTH—DPRIME) 
l-NSUBBS*(DEPTH-.5*THICK) 

C MAXIMUM COMPRESSION (NO MOMENT) 
NMAX = THICK*HHITNY • 2.* TENS 
MOMMAX = 0.0 
NINCR (1) = 0.0 
DELTA = NMAX/DM 
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12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

00 12 I=2,NP0INT 
N= 1-1 
XN=N 

12 NINCRtI) - XN*DELTA 
DO 100 1=1,MPOINT 
IF (I - I ) 101. 13,101 

101 IF (NINCR(I) - NSUBTS)102,20,21 
21 IF (NINCR(I) - NBAL) 30,40,44 
44 IF (NINCR(I) - NSU8BS) 50,60,64 
64 IF (NINCR(I) - NHAX) 70,100,100 
13 TTOPST (I) = TENS 

GO TO 14 
102 TTOPST (I) = TTOPST(I-lJ 
14 A(I) = (NINCRCI)+rENS+TTOPSTCI)l/WHITNY 

TBOTSF (XI = TENS 
K2 =(A(I)»/CKl*DEPTH) 
ESPRIK = .003*1(DPRIHE-K2*DEPTH)/(K2*0EPTH) ) 
IF (ESPRIM - EY) 15,16,16 

15 TPRIHE = ASTL*ESPRIM*HOD 
GO TO 17 

16 TPRIHE = TENS 
17 ALERR = .1 * TTOPST 11 ) 

IF (ABS(TTOPST(I) - TPRIME ) - ABS(ALEKR)) 19,19,16 
IB TTOPST(11= TPRIHE 

GO TO 14 
19 RESHOM (I) = HHITNY + AtI)* I DEPTH-.5*A(I))-<DEPTH-DPRIME)*TTOPSI(I)-NI 
INCRd )*(DEPTH-.5*THICK ) 
GO TO 100 

20 TTOPSTd) =0.0 
TBOTST(I) =TENS 
A (I )= K1*0PRIHE 
RESHOM(I) = WHITNY*A(I )*(DEPTH-.5*A(I))-NINCR(!)*(DEPTH-.5*THICK) 
GO TO 100 

30 TTOPST(11 = TTOPSTCI—1) 
TBOTST(I) = TENS 

35 AII1 = (NINCRtI1+TENS -TTOPSTII))/WHITNY 
K2 = IA(I))/(Kl*DEPTH) 
ESPRIM = .003*1(K2*DEPTH-OPRIME)/(K2*OEPTH>) 
IF (ESPRIM - EY) 31,32,32 

31 TPRIHE = ASTL*ESPRIM*MOD 
GO TO 33 

32 TPRtME = TENS 
3», ALERR = . I *TTOPST( I) 

IF (ABS(TTOPST(I) - TPRIHE) - ABS(ALERR)) 36,36,34 
34 TTOPST(I) = TPRIHE 

GO TO 35 
36 RESMOH(I) = HHITNY*A(I)*(DEPTH-.5*A(I))+(DEPTH-OPRI HE)*TTOPST(I)-N 

11 NCR(I)*1 DEPTH—.5*THICK) 
GO TO 100 

40 K2 = .003/(EY+.003) 
A(I)= K1*K2*DEPTH 
ESPRIH = .003*1(K2*0EPTH-DPRIHE)/(K2*CEPTH)) 
IF (ESPRIH - EY) 41,42,42 

41 TTOPSTd) =ESPRIH*ASTL*HOD 
GO TO 43 
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12/22/69 FORTMAIN 

42 TTOPST(I) = TENS 
43 T80TST(IJ = TENS 

RESMOM(I) =HOMBAL 
GO TO 100 

50 TTOPST(I) = TTOPST(I—1) 
T60TST(I) = TBOTST(t-l) 

51 A ( I) = (NTNCR(1) +TBOTST(I)-TTOPST(I))/HHITNY 
K2 = All)/(Kl«0EPTH1 
EPSBOT = .003*(1.-K2J/K2 
ESPRIP = .003*((K2*DEPTH-DPRIME)/(K2*CEPTH>) 
TROT = ASTL*EPSBC1T*M0D 
TPRlME= ASTL*ESPRIM*MOD 
IF (TPRIME - TENS) 53,52,52 

52 TPRIME = TENS 
53 TTOPST(I) = TPRIME 

ALERR = .1 » TBOTST(I) 
IF (ABS(TOOTS T fI) - TBOTI - ABS(ALERK ) ) 54,54,55 

55 TBOTST(I) = TBOT 
GO TO 51 

54 RESMOM(I> =WHITNY+A(I)*(DEPTH-.5*A(I))+1OEPTH-OPRIHE)*TTOPST(I)—NI 
INCR{I)*tDEPTH-.5*THICK) 
GQ TO 100 

60 ESPRIP = .00 3*(DEPTH—DPRIME) / DEPTH 
IF (ESPRIM - EY161.62.62 

61 TTOPSKI) = ESPRI M*ASTL*MOD 
GO TO 63 

62 TTOPST(I) = TENS 
63 TBOTST 11) = 0.0 

All) = K1*DEPTH 
RESMOJM!) = MSU0BS 
GO TO 100 

70 TBOTST(I) = TBOTSr(I-l) 
TTOPST(I) = TENS 

71 All) = (NINCRlI)-TTOPST)I)—TBOTST(I))/HHITNY 
K2 = A(I I/(K1*DEPTH) 
IF { A ( I ) - THICK) 73,73,72 

72 A(1) = THICK 
73 EPSBOT = ((K2-l.)/K2)*.003 

IF (EPSBOT - EY) 74,75,75 
74 TBOT = EPSBOT *ASTL*MOO 

GO TO 76 
75 TBOT = TENS 
76 ALERR = .1 +TBOTST(I\ 

IF (ABS(TBOTST t1) - TBOT) - ABS(ALERR)) 77,77,78 
78 TBOTST(I) = TBOT 

GO TO 71 
77 RESMOM(I) = WHITNY*A(I)*tDEPTH-.5*A(I))+TTOPST(I)*(OEPTH-DPRI ME )-N 

1INCR(I)*(DEPTH—.5*THICK) 
100 CONTINUE 

RESMOMINPnINT) = MOMMAX 
ACNPOINT) = THICK 
TTOPST (NPOINT) = TENS 
TBOTST (NPOINT) = TENS 
WRITE (3,200) NSLAB 

200 FORMAT(5X,'COMPRESSION VS. MOMENT, DOUBLY REINFORCED, SLAB NO. », 
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12/22/69 FORTHAIN 

115///) 
WRITE (3,?01) NSUBTS,MSllBTS,NBAL,MOMBAL,NSUBBS,MSUBBS,NMAX 

201 FORMAT (5X,'NORMAL FORCE AT WHICH TOP STEEL STRESS IS ZERO = ',F9. 
13/5X,'MOMENT RESISTANCE WHEN TOP STEEL HAS NO STRESS = ' ,F9.3/ 
25X••NCRMAL FORCE AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = *»F10.3/5X,'MOMENT (M 
3AXIMUH) AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = '»F10.3/5X,'NORMAL FORCE AT UH 
4ICH BOTTOM STEEL HAS NO STRESS = ',F9 . 3/5X,'MOMENT RESISTANCE AT N 
50 STRESS IN BOTTOM STEEL = *.F9.3/5X,'MAX I MUM NORMAL FORCE INC MOM 
6ENT) = *,F9.3/5X,'COMPRESSION IS POSITIVE' ///I 
DO 202 1= L.NPOINT 
IF (NINCR(T) - NSUBTS) 203,204,204 

203 STRESS(I) = —TTOPSTTI)/ASTL 
CO TO ?Q? 

RE, SRF.BSIIII = TTOPST( I >/ASTL 
202 CONTINUE 

DO 205 I=1,NP0INT 
IF (NINCR(I) - NSUBBS) 206,207,207 

206 SBRESS 11) = - TBOTSTU )/ASTL 
GO TO 205 

207 SBRESS TI) = TBOTST 11)/ASTL 
205 CONTINUE 

WRITE (3,208) 
208 FORMAT(5X,• COMP. FORCE',5X,« TOP STEEL STRESS',5X,' BOT STEEL STR 

IESS* »5X,• STRESS BLOCK DEPTH',5X,* RESISTING MOMENT*///) 
DO 209 1= L,NPOINT 

209 WRITE (3,210) NINCR(I),STRESS(I),SBRESS!I),A(I),RESMOM(I) 
210 FORMAT(6X,F9«2»9X,F9.1,12X,F9«L,12X,F9.6,14X,F9.2) 

GO TO 2 LI 
END 



COMPRESSION VS. MOHENTt DOUBLY REINFORCED, SLAB NO. I 

NORHAL FORCE AT WHICH TOP STEEL STRESS IS ZERO = 1173.470 
MOMENT RESISTANCE WHEN TOP STEEL HAS NO STRESS = 1412.254 
NORHAL FORCE AT THE BALANCED CONDITION = 3206.850 
MOMENT (MAXIMUM) AT THE BALANCEO CONDITION = 2199.156 
NORMAL FORCE AT WHICH BOTTOM STEEL HAS NO STRESS = 5014.148 
MOMENT RESISTANCE AT NO STRESS IN BOTTOM STEEL = 1935.105 
MAXIMUM NORMAL FORCE INO MOMENT) = 8192.867 
COMPRESSION IS POSITIVE 

COMP. FORCE TOP STEEL STRESS BOT STEEL STRESS 

0.0  
341.37 
682.74 
1024.11 
1365.48 
1706.85 
2048.22 
2389.59 
2730.96 
3072.32 
3413.69 
3755.06 
4096.43 
4437.80 
4779.17 
5120.54 
5461.91 
5803.28 
6144.65 
6486.02 
6827.39 
7168.75 
7510.13 
7851.4*9 
8192.86 

-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-Z1586.2 
-5978.2 
6965.0 
17263.3 
27343.4 
33179.0 
38691.7 
38691.7 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 
38900.0 

-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-38900.0 
-31202.2 
-25171.4 
-17449.9 
-10403.5 
-4122.3 
1736.8 
6532.9 
11774.8 
15644.4 
19285.1 
22595.1 
25626.0 
28407.5 
28407.5 
38900.0 

STRESS BLOCK DEPTH RESISTING MOMENT 

0.200610 671.96 
0.292302 929.19 
0.339350 1132.14 
0.390796 1328.67 
0.449114 1516.73 
0.514251 1691.86 
0.579951 1851.02 
0.656596 1987.95 
0.734073 2102.30 
0.825765 2177.42 
0.897071 2178.26 
0.973213 2167.70 
1.044992 2128.20 
1.118515 2072.00 
1.194010 1997.93 
1.270595 1903.57 
1.349920 1788.92 
1.428096 1650.54 
1.509809 1489.30 
1.592113 1303.00 
1.675271 1090.93 
1.759148 852.42 
1.843668 586.89 
1.935359 283.24 
2.00CC0C 0.0 
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D.4 Singly Reinforced Tension-Bending Interaction. 

The various stages of stress undergone by the section as 

Nn ranges from zero to a maximum are shown in Figure 31. 

As the steel in the Nn = 0 stage is already at its yield 

level an increase in the in-plane force has the effect of 

reducing the depth, a, of the concrete stress block. And 

according to Equation (D-2) when Nn = Agfy, the stress 

block disappears. Adherence to the assumption that concrete 

takes no tension requires that Nn be coincident with the 

reinforcing steel, which in turn indicates that the moment 

resisting capacity of the section has vanished. The 

manner in which the moment resistance varies with increas

ing tensile in-plane forces may be noted in the computer 

program output listed below. 

The computer program listed on the following pages 

computes the interaction relationships of bending moment 

resistance versus in-plane tensile forces acting on a 

singly reinforced section. Slab 1A is used as an example. 

D.5 Doubly Reinforced Tension-Bending Interaction. 

As shown previously, the top steel is at yield strain 

level when the section is under a pure bending condition. 

Thus the strain conditions of both top and bottom steel is 

known during the full range of the in-plane tensile forces. 

As shown in Figure 32, the compressive stress block depth 

is: 
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- Asfy + Asfy ~ Nn 
3 0.85fc (D_9) 

but, as A| = As, Equation (D-9) becomes: 

2 As fy ~ Nn 
a = 

0.85f£ (D-10) 

As in the singly reinforced section under tension, the 

compressive stress block and the moment resisting capacity 

vanish when the maximum tension force is reached; in this 

case, at Nn = 2Asfy. 

The computer program listed on the following pages 

relates resisting moment and stress block depth to incre

mental values of Nn for the doubly reinforced tension-

bending condition. The program output refers to example 

Slab 1A. 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE FALL 69 
C INTERACTION PROGRAM - TENSION VS. MOMENT 
C SINGLY REINFORCED 
C 

DIMENSION NINCR{50)*A(50J,RESMOM(50) 
REAL NMAXtNINCR 
CALL SETCLO(00060) 

3 FORMAT(4F10.4) 
10 WRITE (3(1) 
1 FORMAT (1H1) 

READ (1,2)NSLAB,FPC,FY 
2 FORMAT (I5t2F10.0) 

READ (1,3) THICK ,DEPTH,STLSPA,ASUBS 
ASTL = ASUBS/STLSPA 
TENS = ASTL*FY 
NMAX = TENS 
DELTA = NMAX/24. 
NINCR(l) = 0.0 
DO 4 1= 2,25 
N= 1-1 
XN= N 

4 NINCR(I) = DELTA*XN 
WHITNY = .85*FPC 
DO 5 1= 1,25 
A(11 =(NMAX —NINCRtI))/WHITNY 

5 RESMOM(I) = WHITNY*A(I)*(DEPTH -.S*A<I)> 
WRITE (3,6) NSLAB 

6 FORMAT(5X* TENSION VS. MOMENT - SINGLY REINFORCED, SLAB NO.*, 
114 ///) 
DO 7 1=1,25 

7 WRITE (3,8) NINCR(I)»A(I),RESMOM(I) 
8 FORMAT (10X,« TENSION = *,F7.2,10Xt* STRESS BLOCK DEPTH = SF11.8, 
110X,» MOMENT = f,F7.2) 
GO TO 10 
END 



TENSION VS. MOMENT - SINGLY REINFORCED* SLAB NO. I 

TENSION 0. 0 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
15. 56 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 31. 12 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 46. 68 STRESS BLOCK OEPTH 
TENSION s 62. 24 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 77. 80 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
93. 36 STRESS BLOCK OEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

108. 92 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION — 124. 48 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 140. 04 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 155. 60 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
171. 16 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

186. 72 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 202. 28 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
217. 84 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

233. 40 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 248. 96 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 264. 52 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
280. 08 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

295. ,64 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION — 311. 20 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
326. 76 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

342. ,32 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 357. ,88 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
373. ,44 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

0.10030520 MOMENT 
= 

541.43 
0.09612572 MOMENT = 519.61 
0.09194636 MOMENT 

= 
497.74 

0.08776700 MOMENT = 475.79 
0.08358759 MOMENT 453.79 
0.07940823 MOMENT = 431.72 
0.07522887 MOMENT 

= 409.58 
0.07104951 MOMENT = 387.38 
0.06687009 MOMENT = 365.11 
0.06269073 MOMENT = 342.78 
0.05851137 MOMENT — 320.38 
0.05433199 MOMENT = 297,92 
0.05015260 MOMENT = 275.39 
0.04597322 MOMENT 252.80 
0.04179384 MOMENT = 230.15 
0.03761445 MOMENT 207.42 
0.03343507 MOMENT = 184.64 
0.02925569 MOMENT = 161.79 
0.02507632 MOMENT = 138.87 
0.02089694 MOMENT 3 115.89 
0.01671757 MOMENT = 92.84 
0.01253819 MOMENT = 69.73 
0.00835881 MOMENT 

= 46.55 
0.00417944 MOMENT 23.31 
0.0 MOMENT 

= 
0.0 
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DISK OPERATING SYSTEM/360 FORTRAN 360N-F0-451 CL 3-3 

CCCC RCE400 R. NIGHTINGALE FALL 69 
C INTERACTION PROGRAM - TENSION VS. MOMENT 
C DOUBLY REINFORCED 

DIMENSION NINCR(50)t A(50)*RESMOM150) 
REAL NMAX,NINCR 
CALL SETCL0100060) 

3 F0RMAT(4F10.4) 
10 WRITE (3,1) 
1 FORMAT tlHll 

READ (1*2) NSLAB#FPC» FY 
2 FORMAT (I5*2F10.0> 

READ (1*3) THICK,DPRIME.STLSPA,ASUBS 
ASTL3 ASUBS / STLSPA 
TENS = ASTL*FY 
NMAX a 2.+ TENS 
DEPTH = THICK - DPRIME 
DELTA = NMAX/24. 
NINCR(H=0.0 
DO 4 1= 2,25 
N= 1-1 
XN= N 

4 NINCR(I) = DELTA*XN 
WHITNY = .85*FPC 
DO 5 1=1,25 
All) =(NMAX-NINCR(11)/WHITNY 

5 RESMOM(I) = fWHITNY*A(I)#(DEPTH - .5*A(I))) 
1+NINCR (I) *(DEPTH—«5*THICK)-(DEPTH—OPR I ME) *TENS 
WRITE (3,6) NSLAB 

6 FORMAT (5X,• TENSION VS. MOMENT - DOUBLY REINFORCED, SLAB NO.', 
114 ///) 
00 7 1=1,25 

7 WRITE (3,8) NINCR(I>•A11> ,RESMOM( I) 
8 FORMATtlOX,' TENSION = ',F7.2,10X,* STRESS BLOCK DEPTH = *,F11.8, 
110X,* MOMENT = *,F7.2) 
GO TO 10 
END 



TENSION VS. MOMENT - DOUBLY REINFORCED* SLAB NO. 1 

TENSION 
= 

0. 0 STRESS BLOCK OEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
31. 12 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 62. 24 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

93. 36 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
124. 48 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

L55. 60 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 186. 72 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
217. 84 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION — 248. 96 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
280. 08 STRESS BLOCK OEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

311. 20 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 342. 32 STRESS BLOCK OEPTH 
TENSION •= 373. 44 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 404. 56 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 435. 68 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION = 466. 80 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 497. 92 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
529. 03 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

560. 15 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION — 591. 27 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TEI'SION 

= 
622. 39 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION = 653. 51 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
684. 63 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

TENSION 
= 

715. 75 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 
TENSION 

= 
746. 87 STRESS BLOCK DEPTH 

0.20061040 MOMENT 
= 

671.96 
0.19225156 MOMENT = 646.95 
0.18389285 MOMENT 

= 
621.68 

0.17553407 MOMENT 
= 

596.16 
0.16717535 MOMENT = 570.37 
0.15881652 MOMENT = 544.32 
0.15045774 MOMENT 518.01 
0.14209902 MOMENT = 491.45 
0.13374025 MOMENT = 464.62 
0.12538153 MOMENT 

= 
437.53 

0.11702275 MOMENT = 410.18 
0.10866398 MOMENT = 382.57 
0.10030520 MOMENT = 354.71 
0.09194642 MOMENT = 326.58 
0.08358771 MOMENT 298.19 
0.07522893 MOMENT = 269.54 
0.06687009 MOMENT = 240.63 
0.05851139 MOMENT 211.46 
0.05015264 MOMENT = 182.04 
0.04179389 MOMENT = 152.35 
0.03343507 MOMENT 

= 
122.40 

0.02507632 MOMENT = 92.19 
0.01671757 MOMENT = 61.72 
0.00835881 MOMENT = 30.99 
0.0 MOMENT = 0.0 



APPENDIX E 

TEST PROGRAM 

E.l Slab Construction. Three-quarter inch ply

wood sheets which were supported by 2" x 4" spruce studs 

and tapped to receive the column stub form were used as 

base forms for the model slabs. Vertical forming was 

provided by 2" strips of 1/8" tempered masonite placed on 

edge and supported intermittently around the nine foot 

diameter circle by wooden cleats. Sheet metal pots of 

appropriate sizes furnished the forming for the central 

stub column. Prior to placing concrete each form was 

leveled by rod and engineer's level and then dressed with 

form oil. 

Templates indicating desired bar lengths and 

spacings were scribed on floor space. The steel was placed 

on the template, cut to length, and then tied in place with 

wire; using either pliers or wooden handled tie machines. 

Short lengths of the reinforcing bars were cut and placed 

in the forms to serve as chairs for the bottom steel layer. 

After the bottom layer was in place in the form, the steel 

over the column was cut back one inch from the column face 

and a 7/8" steel bolt placed in the stub column pot. This 

bolt provided the means of lifting and transporting the 
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model slab. Chairs for the top steel layer were strips of 

hardware cloth with 1/2" mesh size tied together in two 

concentric circles placed well back from the column faces. 

Finally, the top steel layer was positioned in the form and 

checked for concrete cover clearance using a 2 x 4 screed. 

Slab forms prepared for concrete placement are shown in 

Figure 33. 

The concrete, delivered by transit mix truck, was 

placed by shovel and mechanically vibrated in place. 

Initial finishing was by a 2 x 4 screed, with wood float 

and steel trowel treatment then required to give the smooth 

surface desired during the testing procedure. After the 

initial set, the test cylinders for each slab were placed 

on the slab and the entire ensemble covered with a clear, 

6 mil, polyethylene plastic sheet as shown in Figure 34. 

The slabs and test cylinders were then kept moist during 

the minimum curing period of 14 days, after which the 

slab testing began. 

E.2 The Test Apparatus. The function of the test 

hardware in this experiment was to provide reliable 

information on slab deflection and slab and column loads 

under known increments of uniform load over the top slab 

surface from a no-load condition to ultimate failure. 

The apparatus accomplishing this function is basically 

of two parts; the base section and the reaction section. 



Figure 33 

Test Slab Forms 

Figure 34 

Test Slabs Curing 
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The base section, shown in Figure 35, consists of 

a circular curved reinforced concrete beam one foot deep 

and six inches wide supported by sixteen concrete legs 

one foot six inches long. The concrete base stand was 

cast in four sections and then banded together to form a 

circle with a mean diameter of nine feet. Four inch square 

oak cubes were placed at six inch intervals around the top 

surface of the base stand and these in turn each supported 

a 4" length of heavy 1-1/4" steel pipe, thus providing the 

required simple support around the test slabs' perimeter. 

The center column support was made up of a steel base plate 

leveled on the lab floor, a wide flange column section with 

machined steel plates welded top and bottom, a compression 

load cell with plates, and the concrete stub column cast 

monolithically with the test slab. The test stand is shown 

in Figure 36 supporting the model slab which is covered by 

the reaction section of the test apparatus. 

The reaction section consists of the reaction plat

form, steel cross frame, and threaded 1-1/4" rods which 

were attached to a structural "hold-down". The "hold-down" 

for test series "A" consisted of a structural floor, while 

that of test series "M" was a box section made up of 

channel shapes which were in turn anchored to sound ledge 

underlying the lab floor. The nine foot diameter reaction 

platform was constructed of 3/4" plywood sheets stiffened 



Figure 35 

Base Section 

Figure 36 

Reaction and Base Section 
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by 2" x 6" spruce lumber. A strip of 1/8" tempered 

masonite at right angles to the plane of the plywood was 

fastened around the perimeter of the reaction platform 

with wood screws and three turns of 3/4" steel strapping. 

The reaction platform was restrained during the test 

situation by two 16 WF sections with pipes welded vertically 

on their webs at each end of a section. These pipes 

received 1-1/4" threaded steel rods which ran to the floor 

"hold down" device. 

E.3 Loading and Instrumentation. A bag made of 

four, 9-1/2 foot diameter 6 mil polyethelene sheets glued 

together and equipped with input and output valves 

provided the medium by which a uniform load was applied to 

the test slab. Confined at the bottom by the test slab, 

and at the top and edge by the reaction platform, the bag 

applied uniform pressure over its volume, and hence 

uniform load on the top slab surface, as the air volume 

was increased from "no-load" up to that failing the slab. 

An important feature of this loading method is the ability 

to maintain an uniform loading condition even during the 

large deflections encountered in the under reinforced test 

slabs. Air from the lab main line was passed through a 

reducing valve and then into the bag where the pressure 

was measured by a slack tube mercury manometer piped to 

the output valve. 
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The air pressure induced central column loads of 

the series "M" test slabs were monitored continuously by a 

BLH Model Type C1C 60,000 pound capacity load cell which 

read out directly in pounds on a BLH Model 615C AC operated 

digital calibration indicator, thus allowing precise 

measurements at the critical point of punching failure. 

The load cell and calibration indicator are shown in 

Figure 37. A similar electronic device was used in the 

series "A" tests. 

Load induced slab deflections were measured by pre

cise level readings taken on twelve steel scales attached 

to the underside of the test slab. The scales, well lighted 

and graduated in 0.001" units, were viewed by the precise 

level through intervals left by the 4" x 4" x 4" oak blocks 

placed on the concrete base stand. The series "A" load 

cell and the steel scales are shown in Figure 38 after 

testing Slab 6A to punching failure. 

While loading the test slabs in 1/4 or 1/2 psi 

increments it was possible to maintain gradually increas

ing loads as evidenced by the calibration indicator and 

manometer readings. However, upon attaining a particular 

load increment it was apparent that due to leaks in the 

air system, an amount of air, equal to the loss, was 

required for equilibrium. The manometer proved to be too 

insensitive to the small changes required but the problem 
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Figure 37 

Load Cell and Calibration Indicator 

Figure 38 

Load Cell and Deflection Scales 
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was resolved by employing the null gage on the digital 

calibration indicator in the following manner. Upon reach

ing the desired load level, as indicated by the manometer, 

the digital calibration indicator was set to null zero and 

the indicated column load related to the note keeper. Then, 

while the twelve deflection scales were being read by the 
! 

instrument man, the air reducing valve was manipulated to 

maintain the zero null gage reading. 

E.4 Test Procedure. The testing procedure 

followed in test series "A" and test series "M" compared 

in all essential details. The steps followed in testing 

one slab are itemized below in chronological order. 

1. Place oak blocks and steel pipe rollers on 

base stand. 

2. Lift slab by center lifting bolt and place on 

steel rollers. 

3. Remove lifting bolt and stub column form; shim 

blocks as required. 

4. Check that slab is level. 

5. Check digital calibration indicator for zero 

reading and calibrate if necessary. 

6. Insert WF column stub and load cell with plates 

to form center column. Use plaster of paris 

to insure even bearing on plumbed and leveled 

components. 
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7. Buff top edge of slab perimeter to negate 

pinching air bag. 

8. Place protective layer of plastic over slab 

surface and corrugated cardboard over column 

area (protects air bag during column punch 

through). 

9. Lower reaction platform, with air bag attached, 

. over the test specimen. 

10. Bolt reaction frame to "hold down" device. 

11. Connect air lines to reducing valve and 

manometer. 

12. Set up precise level and secure in place. 

13. Turn on lighting system under slab and 

attach steel deflection scales to bottom of 

specimen. 

14. Take initial column load reading on the digital 

calibration indicator. 

15. Load specimen up to 1/2 pounds per square 

inch and then release load. 

16. Check column load reading against that of 

item 14. If different, take new reading as 

initial reading. 

17. Read initial deflection values. 

18. Apply air pressure up to first desired load 

level. 
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19. Record digital calibration indicator reading 

and deflection scale readings. 

20. Check test specimen for crack propagation. 

21. Proceed to next load level and repeat readings 

of calibration indicator and deflection scales. 

Continue this procedure until specimen fails. 

22. At failure take final air pressure and column 

load readings. Take deflection readings if 

possible. Record time duration of test and 

type of failure. 

23. * Release load and remove reaction platform. 

24. Make scale drawings of top and bottom slab 

crack patterns. 



APPENDIX F 

ACI SLAB DESIGN 

F.l General Considerations. Sections 2102 and 

2103 of the ACI Code2 require that all flat slabs be design

ed in accordance with a recognized elastic analysis and 

subject to certain empirical limitations. For the slabs 

used in this study ordinary thin plate theory yields the 

following load distribution equations -

Column Load, P 

P = 

ttwR^ ,.5 + 
~A ll + yJ (F-l) 

2 tf3 +  p2 . c2 T_ rc -v _ 7 + 3y re ^} 
U1 + uJ R T Ln 4 (1+y) LTJ 

M Radial Moment, r 

Mr " 16 <3 + >"Hr2 ' r2) ' PLn tf) 

+  ̂ P c 2  - Jr" ( F- 2^ 

M Tangential Moments, t 

Mt = ?6 {R2(3i-n)-r2Cl+3iiJ}-{|; [(l*w)Ln(|) + Cl-y)] 

" Pc2 C-2 + £2)} 64ir r2 R^ 
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where; R = slab radius 

c = column diameter 

r = radius to any point 

y - Poisson's ratio 

w = uniform load 

Taking Slab #1A as an example, the above equations 

may be reduced by substituting for c = 0.196R and y = 0.2 

to obtain -

P = 0.412 7T R2 w (F-4) 

Mr = 0.20 w(R2 - r2) - 0.1236 wR2 (Ln 

- .00019 wR4 (-7 - (F-5) 
r R2 

Mt = w(0.20R2 - O.lOr2) -'{0.103 wR2(1.20Ln(^)+0.80) 

- .00019 wR4 (-? + -7)> (F-6) 
r^ R^ 

The elastic moment distribution across the slab is found 

by evaluating the moment equations at various radii. 

Table 17 and 18 indicates the calculations while Figure 39 

shows the distribution. 

Slab #1A failed under a live load of 4.00psi and 

a dead load of 0.17 psi. Applying the load reduction 

factors gives a service load of -

4.00 A 0.17 , 
m r ~ +  T 7 T - =  2 - 3 4  Ps i  



TABLE 17 

Radial Elastic Moments 

Slab #1A 

(,1236wR2) (.00019wR4) 

T T R 
Ln — 

r 

I 1 
r2 r2 

.20w(R2-r2) x (Ln~) V1 i 
X r2 R2 

Mr 

0. 098R 2.322 103.167/R2 0.19 8wR2 -0.287wR2 -0.020wR2 -0.109wR2 

0. 100R 2.303 99.000/R2 0.198wR2 -0.28 5wR2 -0.019wR2 -0.10 6wR2 

0. 200R 1.609 24.000/R2 0.192wR2 -0.199wR2 -0.00 5wR2 -0.012wR2 

0. 300R 1.203 10.111/R2 0,182wR2 -0.149wR2 -0.002wR2 +0.031wR2 

0. 400R 0.916 5.250/R2 0.168wR2 -0.113wR2 -O.OOlwR2 +0.054wR2 

0. 500R 0.693 3.000/R2 0.150wR2 -0.086wR2 -O.OOlwR2 +0.063wR2 

0. 600R 0.513 1.778/R2 0.12 8wR2 -0.063wR2 +0.065wR2 

0. 70 OR 0.358 1.041/R2 0.102wR2 -0. 044ifR2 +0.058wR2 

0. 800R 0.223 0.563/R2 0.072wR2 -0.028wR2 +0.044wR2 

0. 900R 0,104 0,234/R2 0,038wR2 -0.013wR2 + 0.02 5wR2 

1. OOOR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 



TABLE 18 

Tangential Elastic Moments 

Slab #1A 

C .103wR2)X (.00019wR4) 

r 
R 

Ln ~ 
r 

1 . 1  

r 2 + ?  
w(.2R2-.lr2) d .2Ln(|)+.8) 

"A ' 1 ̂  
X r2+R2 

0.098R 2.322 105.167/R2 0.199wR2 -0.369wR2 0.020wR2 -0.15 OwR2 

0.100R 2.303 101.000/R2 0.199wR2 -0.367wR2 0.019wR2 -0.149wR2 

0.200R 1.609 26.000/R2 0.196wR2 -0.281wR2 0.00 5wR2 -0.08 OwR2 

0.300R 1.203 12.111/R2 0.191wR2 -0.231wR2 0.002wR2 -0.038wR2 

0.400R 0.916 7.250/R2 0.18 4wR2 -0.196wR2 O.OOlwR2 -O.OllwR2 

0.500R 0.693 5.000/R2 0.175wR2 -0.168wR2 O.OOlwR2 +0.008wR2 

0.600R 0.513 3.778/R2 0.164wR2 -0.146wR2 O.OOlwR2 +0.019wR2 

0.700R 0.358 3.041/R2 O.lSlwR2 -0.127wR2 O.OOlwR2 +0.025wR2 

0.800R 0,223 2.563/R2 0.136wR2 -O.llOwR2 + 0.02 6wR2 

0.900R 0.104 2.234/R2 0.119wR2 -0.095WR2 +0.024wR2 

1 .OOOR 0.0 2.000/R2 O.lOOwR2 -0.082wR2 +0.018wR2 



+ 0.065 wR 

0.025wR 

0.025wR 

0.075wR 

At Column Edge 
Mr = - 0.109wR 0.lOOwR 

a. Radial Elastic Moments 

Figure 39a 

Elastic Moment Distribution - Slab 1A 
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0.025wR +J 
(30 

0.0 50wR 
+-> 
•H 

3 0.075wR 

0. lOOwR 

At Column Edge 
Mt = -0.ISOwR 

O.lSOwR 

b. Tangential Elastic Moments 

Figure 39b 

Elastic Moment Distribution - Slab 1A 
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Ultimate strength design principles, insofar as allowed by 

Chapter 21 of the ACI Code, will be used to check the 

design of the example slab. 

F.2 Shear Stress. Checking the shear at the 

critical section (on a vertical section of periphery bQ 

located d/2 from the column face) by means of Equation 

(F-4) yields -
2 

P = (0.412 R2 - £ ) WTT = CO.412 x 512-33.06) (4.17)IR 

= 13605 lbs 

„ _ P _ 13605 . ,C1 
v " - 36.13(1.5J " 251 psi 

Allowable stress -

vc = 4 * /~*T = 4(0.85)(66.2) = 225 psi 

The slab, therefore, is stressed more than the allowable 

at the critical section, implying that a shear failure 

would impend. This is clearly not the case, however, the 

specimen slab failed in a purely flexural mode. Nonetheless, 

following through on the slab design, the shQar stress 

may be brought within the allowable by enlarging the 

column diameter, introducing a drop panel, or increasing 

"d". Choosing the latter approach and solving the result

ing quadratic gives d = 1.647, which results in 

vu = 225 psi. 
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F.3 Moment Requirements. Evaluating the largest 

moment occurring in the slab according to an elastic dis

tribution (M^ = 0.15 wR2) yields -

M = 0.15(4.17)(51)2 = 1627 in-lb/in 

Increasing the moment value by the flexure safety provision 

coefficient (ACI Code 1504) gives the ultimate design 

moment of -

M = = 1808 in-lb/in 
0.9 

The percentage of reinforcement will be kept below 

0.18 fl/f.. so that deflection computations will be y 

obviated (ACI Code 1507). Therefore, the value of Ru at 

p - 0.18 f^/fy is " 

Ry = 0.161 f,t 

Concrete strength for Slab #1A was 4380 psi, giving 

Ru = 0.161 (4380) = 705 psi 

2 
Minimum value of bd required is -

,2 M 1808 „ _ 
bd " Ru = 705 = ' 

Therefore, as b = 1", due to M in in-lb/in, dreq»d = 1*6 in. 

which is slightly less than that required from shear 

considerations. Using d = 1.65 in. and fy = 38900 psi, 

solve for the required "p". 
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p = - c i - /1 -
m  f y  

I , , 
= 10 45 ( 1 - / 1 - 2(10.45) (705)/38900 ) « 0.0203 

As = pbd = 0.0203(1) (1.65) = 0.0335 sq. in. 

For smooth #2 bars at 0.0507 sq. in., the required spacing 

would be -
0.0507 

Spacing - Q.0335 " 1,51 in-

F.4 Comparison of Designs. Keeping an uniform 

distribution of steel throughout the slab and leaving 

t = 2 in., which gives concrete cover of 0.225 inches 

with d = 1.65, the slab design is complete for our 

purposes. The following listing allows an easier compari

son between the slab that actually carried w = 4.17 psi and 

the slab that was designed according to the ACI Code to 

carry 4.17 psi. 



Actual Slab #1A ACI Slab 
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n  w = 4.17 psi w = 4.17 psi 

2 )  t = 2 in t = 2 in 

3) d - 1.50 in d = 1.65 in 

4) Mu = 670.6 in-lb/in Mu = 1808 in-lb/in 

5) f£ = 4380 psi f* = 4380 psi 

6) fy = 38900 psi fy = 38900 psi 

7) p = 0.0060 p = 0.0203 

8) Vbo = 279 psi Vb = 225 psi 

9) c = 10 in c = 10 in 

10) R = 51 in R = 51 in 

That the phenomenon of "marching yield lines" 

observed during the slab testing and demonstrated 

analytically in Chapter 4, is a consequence of load redis

tribution is strongly supported by Item 4 of the above 

listing. Failure should have occurred much earlier than 

w = 4.17 psi if considerable redistribution had not taken 

place. Item 8, on the other hand, would suggest a premature 

shear-punching failure, but as previously described, the 

failure of Slab. #1A was purely flexural. That the ACI 

Code tends to be overly conservative in guarding against 

punching failures may be illustrated by considering 

Slab #4A. The slab, at flexural failure, carried a load 

of P = 13170 lbs on the 4 1/2 in. round column. The shear 
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caused by P on the critical section was v = 466 psi while 

the allowable ultimate shear is given by the Code as 249 

psi. Considering the wide discrepancy, shear failure would 

seem to be predicted by the Code provision. The specimen's 

computed value of Q = 0.61 clearly indicates a flexure 

type failure; an indication which was substantiated by 

test results. 

Another comparison of the two designs may be made 

on the basis of deflections. In the ACI design "p" was 

picked such that no deflection computation was required. 

The actual Slab. #1A may be checked for deflection 

characteristics by computing actual deflections that 

occurred during testing under the service load of 

w = 2.34 psi. Appendix B reveals the maximum deflections 

occurring in the slab at the service load level to be 

about 1/16 inch. The deflection does not seem excessive. 

Finally, it is noted that the minimum thickness 

allowed by ACI Code 2102 (c) for a flat slab without drop 

panels is 5 inches. It should be restated that Slab #1A, 

constructed somewhat below the recommended ACI standards, 

performed very well in the observed characteristics. 



LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Definition 

distance to positive circumferential 
yield line 

maximum radius of slab 

radius of column 

slab deflection at positive circum
ferential yield line 

uniform load 

ultimate uniform load 

singly reinforced unit base moment 

base moment multipliers 

effective depth of compression steel 
reinforcing 

effective depth of tension steel 
reinforcing 

depth of concrete stress block 

compression force on concrete 
section 

tension force in steel reinforcing 

ultimate concrete strength 

compression force in steel rein
forcing 

concrete strain 

yield strain in steel 

steel strain, tension 
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£ ' steel strain, compression 

As area of reinforcing steel 

£y 
yield stress in reinforcing steel 

Mu ultimate slab resisting moment 

Es steel modulus of elasticity 

Ec concrete modulus of elasticity 

radial extent of upper steel layer 

6 slab wedge angle 

slab deflection angle 

Y slab deflection angle 

£e 
circumferential elastic strain 

t slab thickness 

X increase in slab radius at column 
face 

A decrease in slab radius 

X radial distance to any point of 
slab 

P deflection induced unit in-plane 
force 

Po summation of "p" forces on outer 
segment 

Pi summation of "p" forces on inner 
segment 

*o radius at which Mp" forces are 
zero 

XL radius at which "p" forces are at 
tension limit 

q unit shearing force 

p column punching load 
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radius defined by steel arrangements 

column punching load predicted by 
yield line theory 

observed test column punching load 

column punching load predicted by 
shear based equations 

failure mode predictor parameter 
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